
AGENDA 
April 5–6, 2022 (virtual) 

DE Academic Symposium 
“The Distributional Effects of Trade and Trade Policy on U.S. Workers” 

(Version 4/04/2022) 
 
Day 1: April 5, 2022 

 

9:00–9:25  

Opening:  Sandra Rivera. Lead, Academic Symposium; Office of Economics 

Welcome: Chair Jason Kearns, U.S. International Trade Commission  

Keynote:  David Autor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology  

 
09:25–10:50  Session A: Distributional effects of trade and trade policy on  

U.S. worker by education and skill levels  
 
Objective: To share findings and generate discussion regarding the distributional impacts of trade and 
trade policy as they pertain to workers across different levels of education or skill. A question-and-answer 
session and moderator-led discussion will emphasize findings from presentations to determine points of 
consensus and debate within the literature. Participants will also be encouraged to answer forward-
looking questions to determine the relevancy of findings for future U.S. trade and trade policy.     

Moderator: Katheryn Russ, University of California, Davis 

Katheryn Russ, University of California, Davis, “Trade Shocks and the Shifting Landscape of U.S. 
Manufacturing” (2019)  

Shubhi Agarwal, University of Florida, “U.S. Exports, Local Labor Markets, and Wage Inequality” 
(2021) 

Ann Harrison, University of California, Berkley, “Estimating Impact of Trade and Offshoring” 
(2014) 

Eunhee Lee, University of Maryland, "Trade, Inequality, and the Endogenous Sorting of 
Heterogeneous Workers." (2020) 

Kyle Handley, University of California, San Diego, “The Impact of Chinese Trade on U.S. 
Employment: The Good, The Bad, and The Debatable” (2019) 
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Day 1: April 5, 2022 (continued) 

 

10:50–11:00  10-minute break 

 

11:00-12:25 Session B:    Distributional effects of trade and trade policy on  
Race and Ethnicity 

 

Objective: To share findings and generate discussion regarding the distributional impacts of trade and 
trade policy as they pertain to workers of different races or ethnicities. Q&A and moderator-led discussion 
will emphasize findings from presentations to determine points of consensus and debate within the 
literature. Participants will also be encouraged to answer forward-looking questions to determine the 
relevancy of findings for the future of U.S. trade and trade policy.     

Moderator:  Edinaldo Tebaldi, Bryant University 

Timothy Bond, Purdue University, “Stalled Racial Progress and Japanese Trade in the 1970s and 
1980s” (2019) 

Felipe Benguria, University of Kentucky, “The Impact of NAFTA on U.S. Local Labor Market 
Employment” (2020) 

William Spriggs, AFL-CIO/Howard University, “China Import Penetration and U.S. Labor-Market 
Adjustments” (2021) 

Edinaldo Tebaldi, Bryant University, “International Trade and Wage Differentials: What Do the 
Data Tell Us?” (2022)  

 

12:25–13:30  LUNCH BREAK 
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Day 1: April 5, 2022 (continued) 

13:30–15:10  Session C:    Distributional effects of trade and trade policy on 
Gender  

 

Objective: To share findings and generate discussion regarding the distributional impacts of trade and 
trade policy as they pertain to male and female workers. Q&A and moderator-led discussion will 
emphasize findings from presentations to determine points of consensus and debate within the literature. 
Participants will also be encouraged to answer forward-looking questions to determine the relevancy of 
findings for future U.S. trade and trade policy.     

Moderator: Felipe Benguria, University of Kentucky  

Ross Hallren, Amazon, and Stephanie Fortune-Taylor, USITC, “Worker-level Responses to the 
High-Value Labor Content Rules Requirement” (2022) 

Masha Brussevich, IMF, “Does Trade Liberalization Narrow the Gender Wage gap? The Role of 
Sectoral Mobility” (2018) 

Philip Sauré, Johannes Gutenberg Universität, “International Trade, the Gender Wage Gap and 
Female Labor Force Participation” (2014) 

John McLaren, University of Virginia, “NAFTA and the Gender Wage Gap” (2017) 

Tibor Besedeš, Georgia Institute of Technology, “Trade Liberalization and Gender Gaps in Local 
Labor Market Outcomes: Dimensions of Adjustment in the United States” (2021) 

David Fortunato, University of California, San Diego, “Representation and the Trade Roots of the 
Gender Pay Gap” (2022) 

 

15:10–15:20  10-minute break 
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Day 1: April 5, 2022 (continued) 

15:20-16:40  Session D:  Short presentations and panel discussion on 
existing methodologies and their limitations, and 
new cutting-edge labor modeling work  
 

Objective:  There are two strands of literature looking at the distributional effect of trade and trade 
policies on different groups of workers regarding methodological approaches. The first strand of literature 
uses econometrics (backward-looking reduced-form analysis) with detailed microdata to assess the impact 
of trade changes on worker outcomes (e.g., employment and wages: by different worker categories). The 
second strand of uses forward-looking general equilibrium analysis to examine the likely impact of 
changes in trade policy on different worker groups. This section will cover both and how they are used 
regarding distributional effects. 

Moderator: William M. Powers, Chief Economist, Director, Office of Economics; USITC 

Maryla Maliszewska, The World Bank, “Ex-Ante Evaluation of Trade Reforms on Poverty, Income 
Distribution and Employment” (2020) 

Hans Lofgren, The World Bank, “A Proximity-based Approach to Labor Mobility in CGE Models” 
(2017) 

Rafael Dix-Carneiro, Duke University, “The Globalization, Trade Imbalances and Labor Market 
Adjustment” (2021) 

Kirill Borusyak, University College London, “The Distributional Effects of Trade: Theory and 
Evidence from the United States” (2021) 

Michael E. Waugh, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, “The Consumption and Welfare Effects 
of a Tariff Shock: Evidence from U.S.-China Trade War” (2022) 

 

16:40  End of Day 1 
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Day 2: April 6, 2022 

 
9:00-10:20 Session E:  Research Value-added of Access to Restricted-use Data 

for Distributional Effects Analysis 
 

Objective: To highlight the ways restricted-use data augment distributional effects analysis. We put 
presentations of DE of trade papers using international restricted-use data in dialogue with experts in U.S. 
restricted-use data to discuss existing gaps in the economic literature and data shortcomings.  

Moderator:  Jennifer Poole, American University 

Jennifer Poole, American University, “Foreign Influence: The International Transmission of 
Gender Equality” (2021) 

Wolfgang Keller, University of Colorado, “Globalization, Gender, and the Family” (2018)  

Dave Donaldson, MIT, “Imports, Exports, and Earnings Inequality: Measures of Exposure and 
Estimates of Incidence” (2021)  

Teresa Fort, Dartmouth, “New Perspectives on the Decline of US Manufacturing Employment” 
(2018)  

Cristina Tello-Trillo, U.S. Census in “Trade Liberalization and Labor-Market Outcomes: Evidence 
from U.S. Matched Employer-Employee Data” (2021) 

 

10:20–10:30  10-minute break 
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Day 2: April 6, 2022 (continued) 

 
10:30-12:55 Session F:  Government Datasets for Analyzing Distributional Effects  

of Trade among Different Subgroups  
 

Moderator: Stephanie Fortune-Taylor, USITC 

10:35–11:10  Group 1:  Hybrid Data Products 

Keith Bailey, U.S. Census, Longitudinal Employer Household Dynamics (LEHD) 

Fariha Kamal, U.S. Census, Business Dynamics Statistics-Goods Traders (BDS-Goods Traders) 

 

11:10–12:25  Group 2:  Individual and Household Microdata 

Patrick Carey, BLS, Current Population Survey (CPS); Outgoing Rotation Groups; 1-year 
Longitudinal Panel) 

Adam Safir, BLS, Overview of the Consumer Expenditure Surveys (CE)  

Adam Smith, U.S. Census, Survey of Income Program Participation (SIPP)  

Daniel Carroll, DOL, National Agricultural Workers Survey (NAWS) (invited) 

Robert Hoekstra, DOL, Trade Adjustment Assistance Data (TAA)  

 

12:25–12:55  Group 3:  Industry and Firm-level Data 

Cristina Tello-Trillo, U.S. Census, Longitudinal Business Database (LBD) 

Aneta Erdie, U.S. Census, Annual Business Survey (ABS)  

 
12:55–13:55  LUNCH BREAK 
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Day 2: April 6, 2022 (continued) 

13:55–14:55  Session G: Moderated discussion on the global research  
agenda on distributional effects of trade  

 
Objective: To provide an opportunity for economic researchers at other international and multilateral 
institutions to discuss how they are thinking about researching effects on underserved communities and 
how it can inform U.S. research on distributional effects of trade.  

Moderator:  William M. Powers, Chief Economist/Director, Office of Economics; USITC 

Robert Koopman, Chief Economist, WTO  

Maryla Maliszewska, Senior Economist, World Bank 

Jane Korinek, Economist, Trade and Agriculture Directorate, OECD  

Phil Mellor, Lead Economist, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (New Zealand)  

Shenjie Chen, Director, Economic Research, Office of the Chief Economist, Global Affairs Canada  

 

14:55–15:05  10-minute break 
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Day 2: April 6, 2022 (continued) 

15:05–16:15 Session H: Moderated discussion on future directions: What can the  
trade literature learn from other disciplines? What 
should we consider?  
 

Objective: Taking a broader look: What can other fields or disciplines tell us about how to better craft 
policy that could generate more equitable outcomes? What insights do you have from your research?  

Moderator: Sandra A. Rivera, Associate Director, Office of Economics, USITC 

Ana Hernández Kent, Institute of Economic Equity, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis “Examining 
Racial Wealth Inequality,” (2022) 

Andrew Houtenville, Director, Institute on Disability, University of New Hampshire, “Estimates 
of Prevalence, Demographic Characteristics, and Social Factors among People with Disabilities in 
the United States: A Cross-Survey Comparison” (2021) 

Dan Giedeman, Grand Valley State University, “Macroeconomic Shocks and racial labor market 
differences” (2021) 

William “Sandy” Darity, Duke University, “Disparate Recoveries: Wealth, Race, and the Working 
Class after the Great Recession,” (2021) 

Margaret Simms, Urban Institute, “Barriers & Bridges: Action Plan for Overcoming Obstacles and 
Unlocking Opportunities for African American Men in Pittsburgh” (October 2015)  

Mike Martell, Bard College, “The Role of Work Values and Characteristics in the Human Capital 
Investment of Gays and Lesbians” (2020) 

Sonya Porter, U.S. Census Center for Economic Studies, “Race and Economic Opportunity in the 
United States: An Intergenerational Perspective,” (2020) 

 

16:15  Closing remarks:  William M. Powers, Chief Economist/Director,  
Office of Economics; USITC 



The Enduring Consequences of the China Shock

David Autor, MIT and NBER

The Distributional Effects of Trade and Trade Policy on U.S. Workers

U.S. International Trade Commission

April 5, 2022



China’s historic rise as a world manufacturing power

China’s manufacturing exports eclipsed exports of
the U.S. and Germany by the early 2000s
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Historic fall in U.S. manufacturing emp (17.4m in 1999 −→ 13.7m in 2007)

after China joined the World Trade Organization in 2001
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China’s rise catalyzed by internal reforms — Now in retreat

• Deng’s southern tour (1992), China’s WTO accession (2001)

• Reduced input tariffs, export restrictions, policy uncertainty
• Eased limits on FDI and MNEs, consolidation of SOEs
• Rural to urban migration and reduced spatial misallocation
• Temporary suppression of RMB
• Residual productivity growth

• The Chinese state strikes back, 2008—present (and future?)

• End of transition-era productivity growth
• Hu and Xi progressive rollback of reforms (Lardy ’19)
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Initiation, 1991-2000−→ Intensification, 2001-2010−→ Stabilization, 2010-2019

Import penetration in US market: China alone and China + SE Asia
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Agenda

1 Learning from U.S. labor market adjustment to the China trade shock

2 A puzzle: Why were the impacts so persistent?

3 A word on welfare impacts: U.S. gains from trade

4 Concluding thoughts
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The case for free trade

David Ricardo, 1772 – 1823

Ricardo’s big idea: Comparative advantage

• Trade allows countries to specialize in the goods in

which they are most productive

• Free trade among consenting nations raises

GDP in all of them
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But here’s “the rub”

John Barrymore as Hamlet in 1922

“There’s 
the Rub” Winners and losers

• What is true for the welfare of a country in

aggregate does not necessarily apply for all

citizens in a country

• Trade normally creates winners and losers

• Yields diffuse benefits, concentrated costs
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Why is free trade not Pareto improving?

1 Trade necessitates reallocation of workers and jobs

• Workers displaced from career jobs
• May require new location, new occupation
• Often leaves economic–and psychological–scars

2 Trade permanently alters skills demands

• Raises demand for high-skill workers in industrialized countries
• Reduces demand for low-skill workers
• Even as trade grows pie modestly, can shrink some slices substantially

9
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Big picture: Rising, persistent joblessness in former manufacturing regions

A. Manufacturing Emp Share, 2000 B. Fall in Emp/Pop Ratio, 2000–19Figure 15: Manufacturing Share of Prime Age Population by Commuting Zone, 2000

Note: Figure shows the manufacturing share of the the 21-55 year population by commuting zone
from the 2000 Census. The shaded areas represent six quantiles of commuting zones based on
their 2000 manufacturing share. Commuting zones that are grey indicate no data. The darker the
commuting zone, the higher the manufacturing share in 2000.

ponent of our identification strategy.

The figure shows that community zones varied widely in terms of the importance of their

manufacturing industries in 2000. For example, in most commuting zones in Nevada less

than 7 percent of the prime age population worked in manufacturing in 2000. Conversely,

in Indiana most commuting zones had manufacturing shares of at least 15 percent. An-

other pattern the figure shows is that much of the manufacturing industry in the U.S. was

concentrated in the Mid-west and South East in 2000. For example, states like Georgia, In-

diana, western Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South

Carolina, Tennessee, West Virginia and Wisconsin had commuting zones with very large

fractions of the population working in the manufacturing sector as of 2000.

Figure 16 shows that commuting zones with the largest manufacturing share in 2000

experienced the largest decline in the manufacturing share between 2000 and 2016. This is

not surprising. As aggregate employment in the manufacturing industry declined, regions

that specialized in manufacturing were most adversely e↵ected. The weighted regression line

through the scatter plot in Figure 16 suggests that a 10 percentage point higher manufac-

turing share in 2000 was associated with a 2.6 percentage point decline in the manufacturing

share between 2000 and 2016.

Figure 17 provides some preliminary evidence linking declines in the manufacturing sector

26

1.82 − 8.26
0.23 − 1.82
-1.01 − 0.23
-2.08 − -1.01
-3.01 − -2.08
-7.12 − -3.01

Deviation from mean

Left panel: Charles, Hurst, Schwartz, 2018

Right panel: Autor, Dorn, Hanson, 2021
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Commuting Zone Level Regression Analysis

Commuting Zone i, initial period t = 2000, h = 1,. . . ,19 (time-differenced regressions

of 1 to 19 years in length)

∆Yit+h = αt + β1h∆IP cuiτ + X′
itβ2 + εit+h

• ∆Yit+h = change in outcome
• Employment-population ratio, log population headcount, log personal income per

capita, log gov’t transfers per capita

• ∆IP cuiτ = change in Chinese import penetration over 2000-2012
• Instrument following approach in ADH ’13, AADHP ’16

• Xit = Census region time trends, initial-period controls
• CZ emp. shares for manuf., women, routine, offshorable jobs; pop. shares for

college-educated, foreign-born, non-white, age cohorts

11



Research design: Frequently Asked Questions

Unit of analysis: Commuting Zones (CZs)

• Compare changes in labor market outcomes in regions with larger versus smaller

increases in import competition from China over 1991 to 2019

Identifying causal relationships

• Identify exogenous variation in growth in US imports from China using import

growth in other high-income countries (and check for pre-trends)

Addressing confounding factors

• Control for regional exposure to technological change and overall decline in

manufacturing, supply of skilled labor, demographic shifts

12



Employment impacts in trade-exposed local labor markets (CZs), 1991-2016

Manufacturing/Pop

Impacts on Manufacturing, Non-Manufacturing Employment

(a) Manuf. emp./Working-age pop. (b) Non-manuf. emp./Working-age pop.
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Large, enduring falls in manufacturing, wage & salary employment, 1991-2016

Manufacturing/Pop Employment/Pop

Impacts on Unemployment,Total Employment

(a) Unemployment/Working-age pop. (b) Total Employment/Working-age pop.
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Impacts on Manufacturing, Non-Manufacturing Employment

(a) Manuf. emp./Working-age pop. (b) Non-manuf. emp./Working-age pop.
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Large, enduring falls in manufacturing, wage & salary employment, 2001-2018

Manufacturing/Pop Employment/Pop
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Note: Each point indicates the estimated trade-shock coefficient from a separate regression in which the time difference for the outcome variable is

2001 to the year indicated on the horizontal axis.
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Employment losses: Concentrated during 2000–07, but no rebound thereafter
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Note: Each point indicates the estimated trade-shock coefficient from a separate regression in which the time difference for the outcome variable is

for the indicated time period.
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Concentrated impact of China trade shock: South Atlantic, South Central,

Northeast, Great Lakes

17



Localized impacts: The case of Martinsville, Virginia

Virginia

18



Localized impacts: The case of West Hickory, North Carolina

, North Carolina

19



Manufacturing job losses displace workers of both sexes — but overall employ-

ment drop concentrated among non-college men

Manufacturing/Pop Employment/Pop
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A drop in relative wages of men below the median of the distribution
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Relative earnings decline among lower-wage men
Autor, Dorn, Hanson, 2019 21



A fall in marriages
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A rise in fraction of children <18 living in poverty, non-married households
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Why were the shock’s impacts so long lasting? Five hypotheses

1 The shock never really ended, it just relocated to Vietnam

• Unsupported: Evidence indicates shock plateaued after 2010

2 Labor regulations impeded moving workers into new lines of activity

• Unlikely: Most impacted CZs were in right-to-work states (Chan 2019)

3 A dearth of human capital kept CZs from attracting new industries

• Split CZs according to supply of college workers (Bloom et al. 2019)

4 Specialization in footloose industries left CZs exposed to shocks

• Split CZs according to industry specialization (Eriksson et al. 2019)

5 The U.S. labor market is uniquely dysfunctional

• Compare cross-country impacts using comparable metrics (Dorn & Levell 2021)
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Including Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar, Philippines, Vietnam does not

change the picture — The China shock has plateaued

Share of U.S. Imports Import Penetration in the U.S.

Figure 3: U.S. Manufacturing Imports from China and Southeast Asia
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factors of production in manufacturing at the expense of other sectors.

Even though China’s export growth in manufacturing slowed after 2010, it still could have

contributed to overall U.S. manufacturing import growth by offshoring production to other low-

wage countries. Chinese firms have been active in building industrial parks for export production

in Southeast Asia, and in Vietnam in particular.14 In Figure 3, we plot shares of U.S. imports and

import penetration in the U.S. market for China alone and for China combined with low-income

countries in Southeast Asia. We select these countries—Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar,

Philippines, Vietnam—based on their per capita GDP in 2010 being less than that of China.15 We

also add neighboring Bangladesh to this group because in recent decades multinational companies

from Asia have expanded apparel factories in the country (Heath and Mobarak, 2015). Figure

3 underscores that China’s exports to the U.S. dwarf those of Southeast Asia. In 2010, China

accounted for 23.4% of U.S. manufacturing imports, whereas the Southeast Asian nations accounted

for just 2.6%. In 2018, these figures were only modestly changed, at 23.6% and 3.8%, respectively.

Although Southeast Asian countries did gain a larger share of U.S. imports, the increase over the

2010 to 2018 period was just 1.2 percentage points. Import penetration, shown in Figure 3b, tells
14See, e.g., ”Good Afternoon, Vietnam,” The Economist, August 6, 2016.
15In 2010, World Development Indicators show per capita GDP (at 2010 prices) of $4,560 in China and a range of

$988 (Myanmar) to a $2130 (Philippines) in our Southeast Asian nations. The excluded, higher-income countries in
the region are Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand, whose per capita GDPs range from $5,075 to $46,570.
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Why were the shock’s impacts so long lasting

1 The shock never really ended, it just relocated to Vietnam

• Unsupported: Evidence indicates shock plateaued after 2010

2 Labor regulations impeded moving workers into new lines of activity

• Unlikely: Most impacted CZs were in right-to-work states (Chan 2019)

3 A dearth of human capital kept CZs from attracting new industries

• Split CZs according to supply of college workers (Bloom et al. 2019)

4 Specialization in footloose industries left CZs exposed to shocks

• Split CZs according to industry specialization (Eriksson et al. 2019)

5 The U.S. labor market is uniquely dysfunctional

• Compare cross-country impacts using comparable metrics (Dorn & Levell 2021)
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Out-migration response small, concentrated among young adults

Precise negative impacts only for those ages 25 to 39
Log population ages 40–64 Log population ages 25–39
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Note: Each point indicates the estimated trade-shock coefficient from a separate regression in which the time difference for the outcome variable is
2000 to the year indicated on the horizontal axis.
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Why were the shock’s impacts so long lasting
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Population loss, employment rebound were both faster in more-educated CZs

Log working-age population Working-Age Employment/Population
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Why were the shock’s impacts so long lasting

1 The shock never really ended, it just relocated to Vietnam

• Unsupported: Evidence indicates shock plateaued after 2010

2 Labor regulations impeded moving workers into new lines of activity

• Unlikely: Most impacted CZs were in right-to-work states (Chan 2019)

3 A dearth of human capital kept CZs from attracting new industries

• Split CZs according to supply of college workers (Bloom et al. 2019)

4 Specialization in footloose industries left CZs exposed to shocks

• Split CZs according to industry specialization (Eriksson et al. 2019)

5 The U.S. labor market is uniquely dysfunctional

• Compare cross-country impacts using comparable metrics (Dorn & Levell 2021)
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Negative impacts (a bit) larger in CZs that were highly specialized

Log working-age population Working-Age Employment/Population
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Why were the shock’s impacts so long lasting

1 The shock never really ended, it just relocated to Vietnam

• Unsupported: Evidence indicates shock plateaued after 2010

2 Labor regulations impeded moving workers into new lines of activity

• Unlikely: Most impacted CZs were in right-to-work states (Chan 2019)

3 A dearth of human capital kept CZs from attracting new industries

• Split CZs according to supply of college workers (Bloom et al. 2019)

4 Specialization in footloose industries left CZs exposed to shocks

• Split CZs according to industry specialization (Eriksson et al. 2019)

5 The U.S. labor market is uniquely dysfunctional

• Compare cross-country impacts using comparable metrics (Dorn & Levell 2021)
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Is the U.S. labor market uniquely dysfunctional? Actually, no

Change in manufacturing employment/population vs. change in

Chinese import competition in OECD countries, 1999–2007

Error! No text of specified style in document. 

18  © Institute for Fiscal Studies 

which shows a simple correlation between OECD member countries’ growth in net goods imports from 
China between 1999 and 2007, and the percentage change of a country’s manufacturing jobs from 2000 
to 2008.26 The figure shows a statistically significant negative relationship between the growth of a 
country’s net imports from China, and the change of its manufacturing employment. Indeed, five of the 
seven countries with largest increase in net Chinese imports per manufacturing worker are also among 
the seven countries with largest contraction in domestic manufacturing employment: the United 
Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Ireland, and Israel. The other two countries with a particularly large 
increase in net imports from China are the Netherlands and Belgium, whose trade statistics are 
sometimes considered problematic.27 Conversely, the only two European countries whose goods exports 
to China increased by more than the imports, Switzerland and Luxembourg, both experienced a modest 
growth in manufacturing jobs.  

Figure 1.4. Change in share of manufacturing employment and Chinese import competition in OECD 
countries 

 

Source: Authors’ calculations from OECD STAN database and UN Comtrade data. Figures are for OECD countries except Israel, 
Latvia, New Zealand and Turkey (which do not report manufacturing employment over the relevant time period). 

 

While Figure 1.4 shows a significant negative correlation between net import growth from China and 
growth of domestic manufacturing employment in developed countries, it is noteworthy that 
employment changes can differ substantially across countries with similar China exposure. For instance, 
the UK, US, Canada and Norway all experienced a similar growth of Chinese net imports, yet 
manufacturing employment contracted more dramatically in the UK than in the US and Canada, while it 
remained nearly unchanged in Norway. 

 

 

26 Similar to Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2013), we scale the dollar change in a country’s net imports from China by the country’s 
manufacturing employment at the start of the period. By focusing on net Chinese import exposure (i.e., imports minus 
exports), which implicitly assume a symmetry between the negative employment effects associated with imports and the 
positive ones associated with exports. Dauth, Findeisen and Südekum (2014) show that imports from and exports to Eastern 
Europe indeed had such symmetric employment effects in German local labor markets.  

27 Both the Netherlands and Belgium have large port cities that channel a large volume of trade between other European countries 
and the rest of the world. The so-called ‘Rotterdam-Antwerp effect’ in international trade refers to the fact that some of the 
goods which just transitorily pass through these countries are counted both as imports and exports in these countries’ trade 
statistics. When the Netherlands and Belgium import goods from China and re-export them to other European countries, then 
their own net import exposure to China will be inflated.   

Dorn & Levell, 2021
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The price and employment impacts of the China trade shock are closely related

Changes in Chinese import exposure, prices, & employment in U.K. 1999–2007

∆ Prices ∆ Employment

   

© Institute for Fiscal Studies  21 

shift will generate inequality in society only when different population groups experience differential 
price changes for their consumption bundles.  

We provide new evidence on the impact of imports from China on consumer prices in the United 
Kingdom. We study the evolution of components of the UK’s Consumer Price Index (CPI), which captures 
the change in prices of both imported and domestically produced goods, and which also seeks to 
account for changes in product mix and quality that result from the introduction of new product 
varieties. To measure the exposure of CPI product categories to Chinese import competition, we first 
compute the growth of Chinese import competition at the level of 836 industries, and then use a 
crosswalk to map 48 CPI product categories to the industries that manufacture the corresponding 
goods.33 For illustrative purposes, we also compute the employment changes in the industries that map 
to a given goods category.34 Details of our computations are provided in Appendix C. 

Figure 1.6 plots a simple correlation between the growth in Chinese import penetration and either the 
change in prices (panel a) or employment (panel b) in the UK for the period of 1999 to 2007. Import 
penetration grew most for textile and apparel products, for furniture, and for consumer electronics 
products and appliances. The product categories with greater import growth generally experienced both 
larger price and employment declines in the UK.  

Figure 1.6. Change in Chinese import exposure, price changes and employment changes, 1999-2007 

(a) Price Change (b) Employment Change 

 

(b)  

Note: Figures excludes services and fuel.  

Source: Authors’ calculations using data from the CPI, UN Comtrade and the Business Structure Database. Employment data from 
the Office for National Statistics. 

The price data comprises two sets of goods that are notable outliers. First, the prices of goods related to 
fuel and heating increased much faster than the prices of all other goods from 1999 to 2007, with 
increases ranging from 34% for vehicle fuel to 89% for gas and 161% for liquid fuel. Other than energy 
products, the good with largest price increase was tobacco, which shares with fuel products a high level 
of product taxes. These products, which face little import competition from China, are omitted from 
Figure 1.6 to improve visibility. Since fuel prices often exhibit large changes that are unrelated to 
international trade, our subsequent analysis will probe the robustness of its results to the exclusion of 

 

 

33 Our analysis excludes CPI categories for services, which are not directly exposed to goods trade. 
34 We map import changes and employment changes to consumer product codes using a conversion based on the shares of 

consumption spending devoted to different industries’ output of different products in 2010. We use the same mapping to 
estimate the number of workers employed in the production of different consumer products (after an adjustment for spending 
on imported goods). See Appendix C for more details.  

Dorn & Levell, 2021
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The price effects of Chinese import competition did not favor the poor

Difference in spending by poor and rich UK households in 2001

vs. change in Chinese import exposure, 1999-2007

   

© Institute for Fiscal Studies  25 

Figure 1.7. Difference in spending by poor and rich in 2001 against the change in Chinese import 
exposure, 1999-2007 

 

Note: Figure excludes services. Chinese imports include imports from Hong Kong. 

Source: Authors’ calculations using data from the CPI, UN Comtrade and the Business Structure Database. Employment data from 
the Office for National Statistics. 

One caveat of this simple analysis of trade’s distributional impacts is that Figure 1.7 captures the rich 
and the poor’s expenditure shares on goods regardless of whether these goods have been domestically 
produced or imported. If the low-income households were more likely to consume cheap imported 
products while affluent households more often buy domestic products whose prices change little, then 
our analysis may underestimate the relative benefit of the poor in terms of lower prices.41 However, 
Levell, O’Connell and Smith (2017) show for the case of food products that UK households of different 
income levels do not systematically differ in their relative purchases of domestic versus imported goods. 
Borusyak and Jaravel (2018) provide broader evidence for the US, where both the college-educated and 
those with lower educational attainment spend similar fractions of their overall expenditure on 
imported goods. This observation also holds when indirect spending on imports is taken into account, 
which occurs when consumers purchase domestic goods that have been produced using imported 
intermediate inputs. Three separate analyses by Borusyak and Jaravel (2018), Hottman and Monarch 
(2018) and Bai and Stumpner (2019) all find that rising Chinese imports to the US reduced consumer 
prices roughly evenly for households of different education groups or income strata.42 

In addition to the literature on the price effects of Chinese import competition, recent empirical 
research has also analysed the response of domestic prices in Europe and the US to sudden large 

 

 

41 The distinction between spending on domestically produced goods and imported goods will be less relevant if import 
competition induces domestic producers to substantially reduce their prices, as suggested by Jaravel and Sager (2019). 
42 While the rich and poor have roughly equal spending shares for import-exposed products, it could be that for some reason, the 

goods that are more often purchased by one group may have prices that react more elastically to an import shock of a given 
magnitude. Jaravel and Sager (2019) conduct a split-sample analysis, in which prices of goods consumed more by the poor 
have stronger reactions to the trade shock. When we estimate price changes in the UK separately for the one-half of goods 
that are relatively more or less often consumed by the poor, then we find mixed results across different regression 
specifications. Coefficient estimates for the impact of import competition are more negative for the prices of goods consumed 
more by the rich when using the regression models of columns 1, 2, 5 or 6 of Table 1.1, while the converse holds for the 
models of columns 3 and 4. 

Dorn & Levell, 2021
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Trade shock had highly uneven CZ-level effects on relative income per capita

Unweighted distribution of CZ changes (deviation from pop.-weighted mean)
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CZ unweighted distribution of trade shock impacts (2000-2012)

Note: Wted (unwted) std. dev. of shock impact: 1.35 (0.89); N = 722, 36 bins.
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Almost surely, there were real—not just relative—losers from the trade shock

Unweighted distribution of CZ changes (deviation from pop.-weighted mean)
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Estimated welfare gain 
+0.22 log points per capita
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Concluding thoughts

1 The scarring effects of the China shock were startlingly pronounced

• Scale of the shock, concentration of the shock in space and time (eg, relative to

more spatially diffuse impacts of automation)

• Concentration of shock on specialized regions without skilled labor (which may

portend impacts of ongoing energy transformation)

• Underappreciated barriers to labor mobility: housing, family, age/skill (which may be

compounded by barriers to capital mobility)

2 The social consequences extended beyond the labor market

• Numerous signs of social distress (marriage, household structure, health)

• Magnification of political polarization along cultural fault lines (a catalyst)

3 Can economic remedies relieve these social and cultural pressures?
• Not at all clear that the effects are reversible

• Looking forward — Could better economic & social protections limit future damage?
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ADH showed that trade shocks can cause large displacements, but
is there anything special about the places hit hardest?

Our answer:

Where local industries are in the product cycle.
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Intuition

Trade shocks can accelerate long-term, secular trends characterized
by Vernon’s (1966) and Krugman’s (1979) Product Cycle.
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Product cycle within one place (Leamer):
Binghamton-Endicott-Broome County, New York

Cigars

Locally, the industry took root in 1880s, spreading from NYC

Cigar industry died out due to shift to cigarettes and
automation of cigarette production in the 1920s

Shoes

Shoes moved from artisans in Boston to Endicott as
production standardized in the early 20th century
1940s: Endicott-Johnson produced 52 million pairs of shoes
per year, until industry moved out in 1950s and 1960s

Computing

Shoe titan George Johnson convinced local entrepreneur T.
Watson to build an R&D facility International Business
Machines in Endicott during the Great Depression
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Leamer’s example: Binghamton/Endicott/Broome County,
New York

1981: IBM introduces the personal computer

⇒ More easily standardized than earlier “mainframe”
computers

1991: U.S. imports of computers and parts begin to exceed
exports nationally

Manufacturing jobs were then outpaced by services as a share
of local employment
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What does the product cycle look like across places?

Manufacturing employment has been declining as a share of
U.S. employment for decades

In absolute terms since 1979
But these declines have been uneven across the country...
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Vernon (1966) says manufacturing shifts reflect the
product cycle: away from high-innovation, high-wage areas



Our findings

Effects of import competition on local labor markets are worse
where (simultaneously)

industries already are aging out of a place, and

levels of education are lowest.



China shock

A natural laboratory to investigate the product cycle in U.S. labor
markets

ADH argue it was an exogenous shock (we agree).

It comprised goods whose production already was

concentrated in large plants (Holmes and Stevens 2014)
moving away from areas in the U.S. with high historical patent
activity
facing competition from low-wage countries

We can examine other types of shocks as well, but we know
this shock identifies industries at a late stage of the product
cycle by most definitions.
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Product Cycle for China Shock industries
ADH imports per worker



The China shock hit some very vulnerable labor markets in
1990

By the time the surge of import competition from China began,
China shock industries had moved away from innovative centers
into places with lower innovative capacity and less-educated
workers.

Correlations: Historical exposure to the China shock

(1) (2) (3)
1910 1960 1990

Farm value per acre 0.345∗∗∗ 0.107∗∗∗ 0.001

Patents per capita 1890-1910 0.477∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗∗ 0.061

Patents per capita 1970-1975 0.435∗∗∗ 0.324∗∗∗ 0.050

Education
% 6-14-year-olds enrolled in school 0.287∗∗∗ . .
% pop. age 25+ with HS or college . -0.048 -0.185∗∗∗

Mnfg production wages per worker 0.123∗∗∗ 0.179∗∗∗ -0.105∗∗∗

Unemployment rate . 0.031 0.138∗∗∗
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Contruction of product cycle indicators

Moving in

Quintile of counties where employment-share-weighted
industry exposure to the 1991-2007 China shock increased the
most between 1960 and 1980

Moving out

Quintile of counties where employment-share-weighted
industry exposure to the 1991-2007 China shock decreased the
most between 1960 and 1980

A shock hitting late in the product cycle worsens the
employment effects.
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Change in share of unemployed on 1960-80 shift and ADH
controls

1990-2007 stacked first differences
(1) (2) (3)

ADH China shock 0.221∗∗∗ 0.273∗∗∗ 0.137∗

(0.058) (0.063) (0.058)

Moving in 1960-80 × ADH China shock -0.087
(0.056)

Moving in 1960-80 0.063
(0.165)

Moving out 1960-80 × ADH China shock 0.241∗

(0.108)

Moving out 1960-80 -0.357
(0.222)

ADH controls Yes Yes Yes

N 1444 1444 1444

R2 0.404 0.398 0.343

Regressions include a constant and a dummy for the 2000-2007 period. ADH controls are Census division fixed

effects and lags of the CBP manufacturing employment share, percentage of college-educated population,

percentage of foreign-born population, percentage of employment among women, percentage of employment in

routine occupations, average offshorability index of occupations, and a squared time trend.
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Change in share of unemployed and not-in-the-labor-force 1990-2007 on

1960-80 industrial shift, education, 1987 manufacturing production wages per

worker and ADH controls

1990-2007 stacked first differences
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆ Sh. unempl. ∆ Sh. NILF ∆ Sh. unempl. ∆ Sh. NILF

ADH China shock 0.251∗∗ 0.802∗∗∗ 0.114 0.365
(0.078) (0.228) (0.059) (0.196)

Moving in 1960-1980 × ADH Ch shock -0.028 0.162
(0.065) (0.223)

High fraction college deg × ADH Ch shock -0.154 -0.775∗∗∗

(0.105) (0.193)

High-wage × ADH Ch shock 0.253∗ 0.462∗∗

(0.102) (0.151)

Moving out 1960-1980 × ADH Ch shock 0.257∗ 0.486∗∗

(0.109) (0.159)

Low fraction HS deg × ADH Ch shock 0.196∗∗ -0.071
(0.062) (0.172)

Low-wage × ADH Ch shock -0.117 0.123
(0.078) (0.154)

ADH controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 1444 1444 1444 1444

R2 0.427 0.410 0.430 0.325
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Contrast: The Japan Shock hit industries earlier in the
product cycle

Japan Shock 1975-85 did not have a large aggregate impact on
employment.

Charles, Hurst, and Schwartz (2018)

Batistich and Bond (2018)

Lower-educated workers and African-Americans hit hardest, but
virtually no job loss in aggregate.



Conclusions

A shock can hit early- or late-stage industries in the product cycle.

When it hits late-stage industries,

Late-adopters (Southeast) are more exposed to the shock
overall and may therefore have the largest overall effect.

Early adopters (Northern) have more severe increases in
joblessness conditional on the size of the shock.

Disorderly unwinding as trade shock accelerates industry
movement– especially in areas with less-educated workers.

Less of an employment effect when a shock hits early-stage
industries

Japan Shock: Batistich and Bond 2018, Charles, Hurst, and
Schwartz 2018
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Why does it matter now?
Russ and Shambaugh 2019 and work in progress

The China Shock short-circuited the U.S. domestic product
cycle.

Places that produce late-stage products getting less of a
chance to engage in production as it shifts overseas

The China Shock hit some areas that were less likely to
innovate out of the shock, and were already facing technology
shocks relatively biased against them (automation).

Combined with technology shocks, this has contributed to far
more entrenched regional income and employment gaps across
the country.
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Measuring the China shock (ADH definition)

Exposure within a commuting zone to the increase in overall U.S.
imports (per worker) from China 1991-2007, weighted by local
share of employment in impacted industries.

∆IPWCZ ,t =
∑
j

LCZ ,j ,t

LCZ ,t

∆Mj ,1991−2007

Lj ,1990

j := industry
L := size of the workforce in the CZ or industry
M := U.S. imports from China.

In ADH, t is 1990.
We also compute synthetic historical exposure to the 1991-2007
China Shock industries, with t=1910, 1940, 1960, 1974-90.
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Motivation

I Many empirical studies focus on the adverse economic
consequences, specifically job losses, due to import competition
from China or other low-income countries.

I The perception among policymakers remains that imports are a
major cause of job losses.

I The literature has largely overlooked job creation through export
expansion until recently.

I An area that focus on the U.S. exports and of potential interest to
policymakers is

I the impact of exports on employment, unemployment and
labor force participation for different skill levels.

I the contribution of exports to wage inequality,

I which has important implications for policy-makers regarding
economic policies.
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Questions and Main Results
Questions

I Do U.S. exports reduce unemployment and increase labor force
participation by creating jobs in the manufacturing sector in local
labor markets?

I How U.S. exports affect employment, unemployment and
non-participation for different skill levels at the local labor market
level?

I Do U.S. exports contribute to wage inequality by paying more wages
to high-skilled workers?

Main Results

I Export expansion generates relatively more jobs for high-skilled
workers in terms of either college education or prior, relevant and
recent experience thereby

I significantly reducing the unemployment rate and
non-participation rate among the high-skilled workers

I and contributes to wage inequality by paying higher wages to
them.
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Literature Review and Contribution

I U.S. imports from China and Manufacturing employment: Autor et
al. (2013), Pierce and Shott (2016), Acemoglu et al. (2016)

I Exports and Employment: Feenstra et al. (2017,2019), Feenstra
and Sasahara (2018), Sasahara (2019), Liang (2021)

I First paper to analyze the impact of exports on unemployment and
wages at the commuting-zone (CZ) level which is critical for
understanding

I if the exports can significantly reduce unemployment through
the job-creation process in the manufacturing sector and

I increase wages through increase in labor demand.
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Literature Review and Contribution

I Helpman et al. (2010), Helpman et al. (2013) and Helpman et al.
(2017) focuses on the impact of trade on unemployment due to
frictional labor markets and wage inequality.

I Autor and Dorn (2013) analyze the growth of low-skill service
occupations in U.S. between 1980 and 2005 and the concurrent
polarization of U.S. employment and wages.

I I find that U.S. export expansion reduces CZ unemployment and
labor force non-participation by creating jobs for high-skilled workers
and thereby this paper contributes

I by connecting Helpman et al. (2010) results to empirical
findings.

I to a vast literature that documents a pronounced rise in wage
inequality in the United States and many other advanced
nations since 1980s.
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Empirical Strategy

Measuring Export Exposure

A CZ global export exposure measure ∆EPCZ
it is estimated as:

∆EPCZ
it = ∑s

Lis,t0
Li ,t0

∆Xst
Yst0

which is

I a weighted average of annual change in U.S. manufacturing sector
exports over time period t (∆Xst),

I weighted by share of initial industry employment in a CZ,
Lis,t0
Li ,t0

,

where Lis,t0 denotes the start-of-period employment in
manufacturing sector s and CZ i

I The variation in ∆EPCZ
it stems from variation in local industry

employment structure at the start of period t.

I To normalize, ∆Xst is divided by the industrial real shipment Yst0at
initial year t0 = 1991.
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Empirical Strategy

Identification is achieved using the 2SLS instrumental variable
strategy.

The instrument for the CZ export exposure ∆EPCZ
it , referred as

predicted US export expansion, is constructed in a similar way as:

∆EPPRE
it = ∑

s

Lis,t0
Li ,t0

∆X̂st

Yst0

,

where t0 is 1988 and X̂st is the predicted US exports computed by:

Xst = αt + αs + δX̂ SIC
st + µst ,

i.e. regressing actual (Xst) on the predicted exports at the same
SIC level (X̂ SIC

st ), with industry fixed effects (αt) and year dummies
(αt).
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Empirical Strategy
X̂SIC
st is estimated by first estimating structural equation:

lnXUS ,j
gt = βUS

gt + β1ln τUS,j
gt + β2ln( ∑

k 6=US

X k,j
gt ) + β3ln T

j
gt + β4ln d

US ,j + εjgt

I τUS ,j
gt is the import tariffs imposed by country j on U.S. exporters for

good g (SITC 5-digit product)

I ∑
k 6=US

X k,j
gt is the total imports by j from all exporters except U.S.

I T j
gt is the country j’s average import tariffs on all non-U.S. imports of

goods g

I dUS,j is the distance between U.S. and country j and

I βUS
gt includes the U.S. product variety and marginal costs of production

reflecting U.S. supply shock, hence excluded while estimating X̂US,j
gt .

I XUS,j
gt ↑ with T j

gt ↑ or ∑
k 6=US

X k,j
gt ↑ and XUS ,j

gt ↓ when τUS ,j
gt ↑ or dUS ,j ↑.

X̂SIC
st = ∑g∈s ωgs,t0 X̂

SITC
gt where X̂SITC

gt = ∑
j
X̂US ,j
gt and ωgs,t0 is the weights,

constructed using initial year export value, to match SITC product g to SIC
sector s.
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Empirical Strategy

The validity of this instrument relies on:

I Both U.S. exporters and their competitors selling in foreign
countries are similarly exposed to overall export growth that is
driven by reductions in import tariffs.

I Feenstra et al. (2017) present evidence that foreign demand
shocks are not substantially correlated with U.S. domestic
demand shocks when controlled for fixed effects and

I The predicted U.S. export expansion is constructed excluding
the fixed effects from the predicted values, so that the
instrument is not contaminated by U.S. supply shocks.
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Empirical Strategy

Measuring Import Exposure from China

The CZ manufacturing import exposure from China ∆IPCZ
it is

constructed using the Bartik formula:

∆IPCZ
it = ∑

s

Lis,t0
Li ,t0

∆MUC
st

Yst0 +Mst0 − Xst0

where L denotes employment and

∆MUC
st denotes the change in U.S. imports from China in

manufacturing sector s for time period t,

Yst0 is industrial real shipment,

Mst0 − Xst0 is industry real net imports at initial year t0 = 1991.
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Empirical Strategy

I The instrument for import exposure from China is:

∆IPOTH
it = ∑

s

Lis,t0
Li ,t0

∆MOC
st

Yst0 +Mst0 − Xst0

where“OTH” denotes eight other high income countries and
t0 = 1988.

I The validity of this instrument relies on the assumption that
I High-income countries are similarly exposed to import

competition that is driven by the supply shock in China,
I China’s export growth appears to be related to factors that are

specific to China.
I The industry import demand shocks are uncorrelated between

these eight countries and the United States.
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Empirical Strategy

Empirical Specification

∆Mit = βt + β1∆IPCZ
it + β2∆EPCZ

it + S
′
it0γ + γr + eit

where ∆Mit is the annual change in labor market outcome in
commuting-zone (CZ) i over time period t (1991-1999 or
1999-2011),

Sit0 contains a rich set of controls for CZs’ start-of-period labor
force and demographic composition,

βt is time period dummy,

γr is a set of census division dummies,

∆IPCZ
it and ∆EPCZ

it are CZ manufacturing U.S. import exposure
from China and U.S. global export exposure respectively.
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Regression Results
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Regression Results
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Summary of Results

I Export expansion generates relatively more jobs for college-educated
workers and non-college educated workers with prior, relevant and
recent experience

I thereby significantly reducing unemployment rate.

I contributes to wage inequality by paying higher wages to
high-skilled workers.
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This Presentation

Research Questions 
• To what extent are trade and offshoring responsible for the recent 

anemic wage growth of US workers?
• Why did most evidence from 1980s and 1990s suggest small or zero 

impact of trade on wages? (industry versus occupation)
• Labor demand:  was the hollowing out of manufacturing employment 

in the USA due to globalization, and China in particular, or other 
factors like labor-saving technical change and the low price of 
investment goods?

Summarize the results from two papers:
• Ebenstein, Harrison, McMillan, Phillips (2014), Restat
• Ebenstein, Harrison, McMillan (2018) in The Factory-Free Economy, 

book by Fontagne and Harrison

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Americans have had enough of businesses offshoring jobs and skirting the law to increase their bottom line. We must stop rewarding outsourcers and tax dodgers, and make corporations earn their tax incentives by investing in America and American workers.”�



Trends in American Wages and Employment

Point: Even non-routine jobs in manufacturing are being lost.
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Preview of Results
Impact on Wages of Import Competition and Offshoring by US Firms

• Little impact at the industry-level

• Large wage effects among occupations which are sent overseas

• LWC employment by occupation associated with lower US wages

• HWC employment by occupation associated with higher US wages

• Mechanisms: Large wage declines for workers who leave manufacturing, 
especially when workers forced to switch occupations

Impact on Labor Demand
• Globalization matters

• BUT much less important than technological change as proxied by 
investment goods prices and computer use



Section 1
Empirical Strategy



Empirical Strategy – Analysis by Industry

Wages for individual i in industry j and time t:

a.Analysis at the micro-level where we consider how pressure from 
abroad affects wages among those in the industry

b.Variable of interest is G, where we think lagged measures of 
offshore employment and import penetration by industry may 
affect domestic wages

c. Controls for technical change (TFP), investment (PINV), the price 
of the final good (REALSHIP), industry and year fixed effects, 
state fixed effects for potential differences across regions

ijtjtjtjtjtjtjtijt IdREALSHIPPINVTFPGZWb εβββββββ +++++++= −−−− 65141312110)3(



Empirical Strategy – Occupational Exposure

Measuring occupational exposure to trade and offshoring
For each occupation i and industry j, we have:                where  the numerator is the 
total number of workers in occupation k and industry j, and the denominator   is the 
total number of workers across all industries in occupation k. We then calculate 
occupation-specific import penetration in year t for occupation k as: 

New Estimating Equation

We have added occupation fixed effects and modified our G vector of offshore and trade 
exposure for each worker to reflect occupational-level exposure to trade or offshoring.

�
𝑗𝑗=1

𝐽𝐽

𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 ⋅ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗

iktkjtjtjtjtktjtijkt OccIdREALSHIPPINVTFPGZWc εββββββββ ++++++++= −−−− 765141312110)3(

𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 =
𝐿𝐿𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗
𝐿𝐿𝑘𝑘



Data
• US Current Population Survey Merged Outgoing Rotation Groups 

(MORG) about 5 million workers (1982-2008)

• Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of US Department of Commerce 
collects confidential information on the activities of US based 
multinationals. (1982-2008)

• Total Factor Productivity data and Price of Investment from NBER 

• Bureau of Labor Statistics Price Series at the 4-digit SIC level

• Occupational task content from David Autor (Census 1980/90)

• New consistent industry and occupation schemes. Concorded by 
IPUMS to create a crosswalk between old SIC-based scheme and 
NAICS scheme. This prevented our earlier analysis from looking at 
post 2002. Use IPUMS IND1990 and OCC1990 for whole analysis



Section 2
Empirical Results by Industry 
Versus Occupational Exposure



Wage Impacts at the Industry and 
Occupation Level

Point: Impact is only observed at the occupational level. 
This is conventionally missed.

Dependent Variable: Log Wage

Variable 

0.000 -0.001 -0.001 0.003 -0.0271*** -0.0682*** 0.0256* 0.0510***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.003) (0.009) (0.013) (0.015) (0.015)

0.001 -0.001 0.004 -0.003 0.0158** 0.0493*** -0.013 -0.0178**
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.005) (0.008) (0.010) (0.014) (0.007)

0.0345* -0.001 0.0921** 0.009 0.614*** 0.750*** 0.995*** -1.930**
(0.020) (0.025) (0.038) (0.050) (0.170) (0.231) (0.319) (0.967)

-0.018 -0.010 -0.038 0.017 -0.277** -0.041 -1.548*** 0.333
(0.011) (0.012) (0.027) (0.031) (0.125) (0.100) (0.340) (0.877)

Number of observations 660,500 374,162 196,612 89,726 4,315,758 1,529,895 1,786,437 999,426
R-squared 0.49 0.39 0.43 0.31 0.51 0.42 0.53 0.38

* significant at 10% ** significant at 5%. *** significant at 1%.

Offshoring and Trade Measured by
Industry-Specific Exposure, Manufacturing Only

Lagged import penetration

Table 1: OLS Estimates of Wage Determinants using Industry and Occupational Exposure to Offshoring and Trade, 1983-2008

Offshoring and Trade Measured by
Occupation-Specific Exposure, All Sectors

All
Occupations

Most
Routine 

Intermediate 
Routine

Least
Routine

Lagged log of low income 
affiliate employment

Lagged log of high income 
affiliate employment 

Lagged export share

All
Occupations

Most
Routine 

Intermediate 
Routine

Least
Routine



Mechanisms for the Difference 
between Industry and 
Occupation



Repeated CPS workers: What happens to those displaced?

Point: Consequences may be large to workers with occupation-specific skills.

Dependent Variable: Log Wage Change Between Periods

All 
Occupations

Most
Routine

Intermediate 
Routine

Least
Routine

Panel A: Sample of Workers who Stay in Manufacturing both Periods

-0.001 0.000 0.000 -0.0133**
(0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.006)

Observations 177,759 111,833 42,600 23,326

Panel B: Sample of Workers who Switch Industry Classification between Periods

-0.0269*** -0.0267*** -0.0273*** -0.0220**
(0.004) (0.006) (0.005) (0.011)

Observations 208,979 130,105 50,364 28,510

Panel C: Sample of Workers who Leave Manufacturing between Periods

-0.0406*** -0.0276*** -0.0393*** -0.0852***
(0.010) (0.010) (0.011) (0.020)

Observations 32,212 18,696 7,947 5,569

* significant at 10% ** significant at 5%. *** significant at 1%.

Table 3: Wage Changes Among Manufacturing Workers Observed 2 Periods Who 
Switch Industry, 1983-2008

Switched Industry 
Classification (1=yes)

Left Manufacturing 
(1=yes)

Switched Occupation 
(1=yes)



From Restat Paper: Linking Globalization 
to Occupation Switchers using IV

• Wage equation
• We restrict the analysis to the subset of the CPS that follows the same 

individual over time
• We then instrument wage switching using whether or not the individual 

was in a tradable occupation in the previous period

• First Stage: 
• Regress a dummy variable for whether the individual switched 

occupations on a set of controls plus whether or not the occupation is 
“Tradable”.  An occupation is defined as tradable if the occupational 
exposure from low-income countries is above the median level for 
manufacturing workers in the sample

• Second Stage: 
• Dependent variable is log wage difference in the first and second period, 

with usual set of controls



Results on IVs



Conclusions
1. Evidence on wages

a) Little impact at the industry-level but large wage effects among 
occupations which are sent overseas

b) New concept: occupational exposure to international 
competition

c) Quantitatively, effects of trade swamp offshoring effects
2. Mechanisms

a) Reallocation of workers out of manufacturing. This is happening 
among jobs which are routine and easily shipped overseas

b) Using repeated CPS observations, workers who leave 
manufacturing and switch occupations take large wage declines

3. Globalization and Labor Force Participation
a) Appears to be real impact of globalization on employment, but 

much less important in magnitude that technological change 
(price of investment goods, computer use).
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Motivation and New Mechanism

Globalization and inequality
▶ A lot of empirical evidence in both developed and developing countries

▶ Existing trade models focus only on the labor demand side

A new quantifiable general equilibrium trade model with the Roy structure:
1 Worker-level comparative advantage

⋆ Workers have heterogeneous productivities ⇒ endogenous labor sorting

2 Occupation-level (re)allocation

⋆ ‘What they do within an industry’ matters Data

Main advantages of this new framework:
▶ A full picture of interaction between trade, labor reallocation, and inequality

▶ General and high-dimensional, yet quantitatively tractable

▶ Provides a convenient toolkit for policy-related counterfactual exercises

Eunhee Lee (U Maryland) Trade and Inequality April 5, 2022



Summary: Quantitative Results

Question: Effect of trade on inequality in 33 countries between 2000 and 2007

Results

1 Effects of trade liberalization on between-educational-type inequality
⋆ Increases in high-income and manufacturing-oriented low-income countries

⋆ Decreases in middle-income or Latin American countries

⋆ e.g., skill premium: +0.3% (USA), +1.18% (China), -0.1% (Brazil)

2 Worker’s comparative advantage is the key

3 Trade-induced employment shifts: e.g., in the U.S.,
⋆ -0.67% manufacturing employment share (1/3 of the actual change)

⋆ -0.28% employment share of routine occupations (20% of the actual change)

Eunhee Lee (U Maryland) Trade and Inequality April 5, 2022



Two Comparative Advantages

Comparative advantage across countries

▶ International trade: Multi-industry and multi-factor EK model

▶ Occupations as production factors

▶ Iceberg-type trade cost: d j
in ≥ 1

Comparative advantage across workers

▶ Occupational choice problem: Roy-like assignment model

▶ ϵj,o : Idiosyncratic productivity of individual worker for (j , o)

⋆ Randomly drawn from a Fréchet distribution:

F j,o
i,τ (ϵ) = exp(−T j,o

i,τ ϵ
−θi,τ )

Eunhee Lee (U Maryland) Trade and Inequality April 5, 2022



Example: 2 X 2 X 2 Case

Within each country,

Type τH
(# of workers: LτH

)
Type τL

(# of workers: LτL
)

}
exogenously
endowed

worker type

Draw:

Observe:

o1 o2 o1 o2

occupations occupations

Industry j1 Industry j2

}
endogenous

sorting

consumption
(CES)

}
production
consumption

trade
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Equilibrium
Occupational Choice

All partial equilibrium results are derived given pj,oi (per-unit occupational price)

Probability that type τ worker chooses (j , o):

πj,o
i,τ =

T j,o
i,τ (p

j,o
i )θi,τ∑

j′,o′ T
j′,o′

i,τ (pj
′,o′

i )θi,τ

Average wage: Given the equilibrium occupational choice for (j , o),

wi,τ = (
∑
j′,o′

T j′,o′

i,τ (pj
′,o′

i )θi,τ )
1

θi,τ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Comparative advantage effects

Γ(1− 1

θi,τ
),

▶ θi,τ > 1 for all i and τ is required
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Quantifying the Model
Effect of changes in trade environment on inequality between 2000 and 2007

▶ Changes in bilateral trade costs among all country pairs: d̂ j
in

▶ Other parameters are assumed to be time-invariant

33 Countries: 25 OECD, 7 non-OECD, ROW

5 Worker types are defined by educational attainment:

▶ high school dropouts (HD), high school graduates (HG), some college education
(SC), college graduates (CG), and advanced degrees (AD)

4 Industries: Agriculture, Mining, Manufacturing, and Service

5 Occupations (by Dorn (2009), Autor and Dorn (2013))

1. Low‐skill Occupations (LSO)

2. Assemblers and Machine Operators (AMO)

3. Precision Production and Crafts Occupations (PPC)

4. Administrative, Clerical, and Sales Occupations (ACS)

5. Managers, Professionals, and Technicians (MPT)

Eunhee Lee (U Maryland) Trade and Inequality April 5, 2022



Between-type Inequality: Type-level Welfare

Changes in type-level welfares for selected developed countries: Ŵi,τ Formula
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Between-type Inequality: Skill Premium

Changes in the standard measure of the between-type inequality
▶ skill premium, ŵ college

i /ŵnon−college
i
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On average, d̂ j
in explains 12.74% of actual changes in the skill premium

▶ Ranging from 0.52% to 35.67% (China)
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Labor Supply Shifts: Who Goes Where?
Labor Supply Channel

Within-type labor supply shifts across industries and occupations: ∆πj,o
i,τ

For example, in the U.S.,

Ind\Occ
LSO
1

AMO
2

PPC
3

ACS
4

MPT
5

LSO
1

AMO
2

PPC
3

ACS
4

MPT
5

Agr ‐0.0012 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ‐0.0009 0.0000 ‐0.0001 ‐0.0001 ‐0.0024
Mining ‐0.0359 ‐0.0029 ‐0.0016 ‐0.0032 ‐0.0046 ‐0.0008 ‐0.0001 0.0000 ‐0.0003 ‐0.0113
Mfg ‐0.1754 ‐0.3100 ‐0.1426 ‐0.0913 ‐0.0780 ‐0.0060 ‐0.0107 ‐0.0128 ‐0.0226 ‐0.2977

Service 0.3742 0.0190 0.0174 0.2449 0.1911 0.0067 0.0005 0.0005 0.0135 0.3447

Ind\Occ
LSO
1

AMO
2

PPC
3

ACS
4

MPT
5

LSO
1

AMO
2

PPC
3

ACS
4

MPT
5

Agr ‐0.5635 ‐0.0032 ‐0.0143 ‐0.0052 ‐0.0034 ‐0.0018 0.0000 ‐0.0002 ‐0.0130 ‐0.0095
Mining ‐0.0147 ‐0.0134 ‐0.0939 ‐0.0242 ‐0.0076 ‐0.0003 ‐0.0008 ‐0.0053 ‐0.0519 ‐0.0322
Mfg 0.0466 0.0686 0.3081 0.1037 0.0298 0.0015 0.0011 0.0115 0.1965 0.0955

Service 0.0163 0.0225 0.0289 0.0972 0.0215 ‐0.0006 ‐0.0004 ‐0.0020 ‐0.0742 ‐0.1140

Ind\Occ
LSO
1

AMO
2

PPC
3

ACS
4

MPT
5

LSO
1

AMO
2

PPC
3

ACS
4

MPT
5

Agr 0.0019 0.0034 0.0005 0.0008 0.0491 0.0025 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0051
Mining ‐0.0002 ‐0.0009 ‐0.0009 ‐0.0004 ‐0.0002 ‐0.0018 ‐0.0002 ‐0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
Mfg ‐0.0166 ‐0.0488 ‐0.0634 ‐0.0615 ‐0.0014 ‐0.0470 ‐0.0109 ‐0.0030 ‐0.0016 ‐0.0001

Service 0.0169 0.0941 0.0112 0.0079 0.0085 0.0498 0.0065 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002

0.00117597 2.202E‐05 6.3141E‐06 3.6545E‐05 2.2952E‐05 0.00087931 1.1949E‐05 6.3182E‐05 0.00012743 0.00241473
0.03585825 0.00286663 0.0016472 0.00322148 0.00460103 0.00079884 8.2314E‐05 4.0237E‐05 0.00030368 0.01130493
0.17536703 0.31002237 0.14258112 0.09132248 0.07796063 0.0060091 0.01066627 0.0128349 0.02262921 0.29770338
0.37422843 0.01904162 0.01741061 0.24487808 0.19110735 0.00669195 0.00045533 0.00048719 0.01350568 0.34472933

0.56353 0.00321 0.01426 0.00523 0.00336 0.00184 0.00000 0.00017 0.01302 0.00953
0.01465 0.01340 0.09387 0.02422 0.00757 0.00030 0.00075 0.00530 0.05187 0.03221
0.04658 0.06859 0.30810 0.10367 0.02981 0.00153 0.00108 0.01149 0.19653 0.09547
0.01633 0.02252 0.02894 0.09725 0.02152 0.00056 0.00040 0.00199 0.07415 0.11403

I. Highschool Graduates II. Workers with Advanced Degrees

I. Highschool Graduates II. Workers with Advanced Degrees

I. Highschool Graduates II. Workers with Advanced Degrees
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Labor Supply Channel

Within-type labor supply shifts across industries and occupations: ∆πj,o
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Labor Supply Shifts: Aggregate Level

Changes in the industry- and occupation-level labor supply: ∆πj
i and ∆πo

i

For example, in the U.S.,
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Conclusion

A unified and quantifiable general equilibrium trade model

Main channel: worker-level comparative advantage and labor reallocation

A convenient toolkit to experiment with various trade shocks
▶ Changes in bilateral trade costs

▶ Changes in any partner country’s productivity

Policy implications: Policy for skill/occupation upgrading can reduce the
trade-induced inequality

Eunhee Lee (U Maryland) Trade and Inequality April 5, 2022



Occupation Matters
Industry- and occupation-level labor allocation within educational type in 2000
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The Impact of Chinese Trade on U.S. Employment:
The Good, The Bad, and The Debatable

Nicholas Bloom Kyle Handley André Kurmann Philip Luck
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Two facts and a question

(1) Spectacular rise in imports from China – the “China Shock” – is estimated to have
exerted large negative effect on U.S. manufacturing employment.

I Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2013); Pierce and Schott (2016); Acemoglu et al. (2016)

(2) U.S. has experienced large reorganization of production and employment towards
non-manufacturing.

I Autor and Dorn (2013); Bernard et al. (2017); Fort et al. (2018)

Are the two related – is Chinese trade really so damaging and for whom exactly?
I “The phrase on the back of iPhones—“Designed by Apple in California. Assembled in

China”— highlights a key reason for the company’s remarkable success ...” – WSJ 07/24/18
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Paper reassesses the effects of the China Shock

Based on similar estimation strategy to identify China Shock as existing literature
(exposure by commuting zone and/or industry).

But use Census micro-data to:
I improve data accuracy
I measure restructuring of U.S. employment within and across plants, firms,
sectors, and geography



Three key results

(1) Negative effect on manufacturing jobs is on average offset by positive effect on
non-manufacturing jobs.

(2) Reorganization within large, importing firms towards services – in particular industry
switching – accounts for large part of negative manufacturing effects.

(3) A tale of high vs. low human capital areas
I High HC areas (e.g. Coasts): smaller mfg job losses, offset by non-mfg job
gains and no earnings losses

I Low HC areas (e.g. Midwest, South): large mfg job losses without non-mfg job
gains and large earnings losses
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Census micro-data

Employment and payroll from Longitudinal Business Database (LBD)

Industry affiliation encoded at establishment level using time-consistent NAICS
codes developed by Fort and Klimek (2016)

Plant-level details from Census of Manufacturers (CMF)

Firm-level trade flows from Longitudinal Firm Trade Trade Transaction Database
(LFTTD)

Job turnover and churn rates from Quarterly Workforce Indicators (LEHD-QWI)



Import exposure from China heavy in Midwest, South and Coasts

2	

China	shock	(population	weighted)	–	heavy	in	the	Mid-West,	South	
and	Coasts	



But 75% of population live in largest 124 CZs

4

But 75% of population live in largest 124 CZs



Manuf. vs services: sectoral contribution to CZ emp growth

Decompose CZ employment growth into contribution from manufacturing and
non-manufacturing sectors, using Davis-Haltiwanger-Schuh (DHS) growth rates

Emfg
ct −Emfg

ct−τ

0.5(Ect +Ect−τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
mfg contribution

+
Enonmfg

ct −Enonmfg
ct−τ

0.5(Ect +Ect−τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
nonmfg contribution

=
Ect−Ect−τ

0.5(Ect +Ect−τ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
CZ growth



Manufacturing job losses offset by Non-manufacturing job gains

Manufacturing Non-Manufacturing Total CZ
Employment Employment Employment 

Annual Δ in China IP -0.848*** 1.446** 0.598
(0.291) (0.690) (0.813)

Observations (rounded) 2900 2900 2900

IMPORT PENETRATION FROM CHINA AND CHANGE IN SECTORAL EMPLOYMENT
2SLS ESTIMATES AT CZ LEVEL FOR STACKED CENSUS 5-YEAR LONG DIFFERENCES 1992-2012

Dependent variable: annualized growth rate as a share of CZ average employment

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census 
division dummies as well as 1980-90 employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ 
population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level.
* Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

All 5yr stacks



Comparison to Autor, Dorn and Hanson

Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2013) report estimates for log differences in manufacturing and
non-manufacturing employment

logEmfg
ct − logEmfg

ct−τ
∼=

Emfg
ct −Emfg

ct−τ

0.5(Emfg
ct +Emfg

ct−τ)

logEnonmfg
ct − logEnonmfg
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ct −Enonmfg
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0.5(Enonmfg
ct +Enonmfg

ct−τ )

Note
Emfg

ct −Emfg
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0.5(Emfg
ct +Emfg
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+

En−mfg
ct −En−mfg

ct−τ

0.5(Enonmfg
ct +Enonmfg
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6= Ect−Ect−τ
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Comparison to Autor, Dorn and Hanson

Autor, Dorn and 
Hanson (2013)

ADH Replication    
with LBD data

NAICS industries & 
DIP as in Acemoglu 

et al.

Census 5-year diffs 
1992-2007

Census 5-year diffs 
1992-2012

All 5-year diffs 1991-
2014          and 

pretrends

Panel A:  Manufacturing 
Annual D in China IP -4.231*** -5.584*** -6.694*** -4.256*** -3.687*** -5.147**

(1.047) (1.384) (1.845) (1.406) (1.690) (2.450)
Panel B:  Non-manufacturing 
Annual D in China IP -0.274 -0.230 0.977 2.201** 2.304** 2.311**

(0.651) (0.878) (1.074) (0.383) (0.955) (0.939)

Panel C:  Total
Annual D in China IP -1.184 -1.432 -0.864 1.053 1.260 0.419

(0.764) (0.924) (1.093) (0.916) (0.931) (0.901)
Stacked long differences 90-00 90-00 91-00 92-97, 97-02 92-97, 97-02 All 5-year stacks

00-07 00-07 00-07  02-07 02-07, 07-12 from 1991-2014
Pre-trend Controls No No No No No Yes
Observations (rounded) 1400 1400 1400 2200 2900 13700

Dependent variables: annualized growth rate of sectoral CZ employment 

Notes: Each stack contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies. In columns (1) and (2), coefficients 
estimates are weighted by start-of-period CZ national population share and robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the state level (as in ADH). In columns 
(3) to (7), coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population (as in AADHP). Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level. * Significant 
at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.
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Within-firm reorganization: decomposing job growth

Investigate effect of China Shock on different margins of employment growth in sector i

Eict−Eict−τ

0.5(Eict +Eict−τ)
=

(JCcont
icτ

)− (JDcont
icτ

)+
(
Eentry

ict

)
−
(
Eexit

ict−τ

)
+(Sin

ict)− (Sout
ict−τ

)

0.5(Eict +Eict−τ)

Job Creation and Job Destruction from continuing establishments

Entry and Exit of establishments

Switching In and Out of establishments from / to other sector
I Sin

ict year t employment of estabs that switched into sector i b/w t− τ and t
I Sout

ict−τ
year t− τ employment of estabs that switched out of sector i b/w t− τ and t



Plant shrinkage, plant closure and industry switching drive manufacturing
job losses – not firm exit

Net 
Employment 

Growth

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments           
& Firm Birth

Exit of 
Establishments          
& Firm Death

Switch In from        
Other Sector

Switch Out to 
Other Sector

Panel A: Effect on CZ employment growth component in Manufacturing sector

Annual Δ in China IP -3.558** 0.414 -0.842 0.569 -2.588* 0.606*** -1.717***
(1.674) (0.686) (0.818) (0.767) (1.344) (0.191) (0.595)

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average sectoral employment

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies as well as 1980-90 employment 
growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level. * Significant at 10%;  ** 
Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Plant closings by continuing firms account for over 50% of negative contribution from
exits. Details Mfg subsectors

Less plant shrinking, fewer plant closures and switch-ins drive non-mfg job gains – not
firm entry; concentrated in activities related to mfg and tradeable services. Details
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Industry switching of manufacturing plants mainly to R&D, management,
wholesale

All Non-manufacturing
54 (Prof services) & 

55 (Management) 42 (Wholesale) Other

Manufacturing switch-out 1.717*** 1.086* 0.490** 0.140
(0.595) (0.577) (0.197) (0.169)

Non-manufacturing switch-in NAICS industries

Primarily driven by Manufacturing NAICS 33 (Metal, Machinery, Computer & Electronics,
Electrical, Transportation equm, Furniture) Full mfg switch matrix

Plants switching out of manufacturing shrink by approximately 10% and workforce
turnover in firms with switching establishment is significantly higher Mfg switcher characteristics
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Manufacturing job losses accounted for by large, importing firms that
expand in non-manufacturing

Manufacturing 
Employment 

Growth

Contribution by 
Firms Expanding 

in Non-Mfg

Contribution by 
Importing Firms

Contribution by 
Firms with 1000+ 

Employees

Annual D in China IP -3.558** -2.600** -3.896*** -2.791**
(1.674) (1.014) (1.365) (1.398)

Dependent variable: Annualized change in sectoral labor market variable

Notes:  Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division 
dummies as well as 1980-90 employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust 
standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level.    * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Details



High versus low human capital across Commuting Zones
CZs with above vs below median share of population with a college degree in 1990



Mfg job losses in High HC areas are offset by non-mfg job gains – different
from Low HC areas

Manufacturing Non-Manufacturing Total CZ
Employment Employment Employment 

Annual D in China IP for High HC CZs -0.586* 1.501 0.913
(0.334) (0.938) (1.085)

Annual D in China IP for Low HC CZs -1.071** -0.616 -1.684
(0.477) (0.897) (1.134)

Notes:  Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division 
dummies as well as 1980-90 employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust 
standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level.    * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Dependent variable: Annualized growth rate as a share of CZ average employment



Offsetting non-mfg jobs in High HC areas on average not lower paying –
different from Low HC areas

Manufacturing Non-Manufacturing Total CZ
Average Earnings Average Earnings Average Earnings

Annual D in China IP for High HC CZs 3.887* 0.466 0.635
(2.227) (1.301) (1.245)

Annual D in China IP for Low HC CZs -2.332 -6.695*** -5.172***
(1.517) (1.647) (1.243)

Notes:  Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division 
dummies as well as 1980-90 employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust 
standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level.    * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Dependent variable: Annualized growth rate of sectoral average earnings per employee



Mfg plants switching to non-mfg industries concentrated in High HC areas

(A)                        
Net Employment 

Growth

(B)                       
Net Switching         
to Non-Mfg

(A) - (B) =                    
Conventional 
Emp Growth   

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments  

Exit of 
Establishments         

Annual Δ in China IP x 1(HHC) -3.108 -1.640** -1.468 0.932 -0.668 -1.145 -0.587
(2.056) (0.803) (1.949) (0.923) (1.040) (0.840) (1.513)

Annual Δ in China IP x 1(LHC) -4.527** -0.528 -3.999** -0.100 -1.770** 2.556*** -4.690***
(1.835) (0.528) (1.665) (0.564) (0.853) (0.860) (1.312)

P-values: HHC = LHC 0.496 0.117 0.187 0.195 0.247 0.000 0.006

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average CZ manufacturing employment

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ 
population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level. * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.       

Within CZs, low average earnings plants account for most of negative mfg effect Details

Need to investigate firm reorganization within High HC areas and from Low to High HC
areas further.
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(A)                        
Net Employment 

Growth

(B)                       
Net Switching         
to Non-Mfg

(A) - (B) =                    
Conventional 
Emp Growth   

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments  

Exit of 
Establishments         

Annual Δ in China IP x 1(HHC) -3.108 -1.640** -1.468 0.932 -0.668 -1.145 -0.587
(2.056) (0.803) (1.949) (0.923) (1.040) (0.840) (1.513)

Annual Δ in China IP x 1(LHC) -4.527** -0.528 -3.999** -0.100 -1.770** 2.556*** -4.690***
(1.835) (0.528) (1.665) (0.564) (0.853) (0.860) (1.312)

P-values: HHC = LHC 0.496 0.117 0.187 0.195 0.247 0.000 0.006

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average CZ manufacturing employment

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ 
population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level. * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.       

Within CZs, low average earnings plants account for most of negative mfg effect Details

Need to investigate firm reorganization within High HC areas and from Low to High HC
areas further.



A revisionist story of the China Shock

The Good: Offsetting positive effect on service jobs in High HC areas.

The Bad: Negative effect on manufacturing jobs in Low HC areas.

⇒ Job reallocation driven by large, importing firms expanding in non-manufacturing.

The Debatable:
I On average, no negative effect on local jobs but negative effect on resident
employment.

I Large manufacturing firms do not seem to suffer but potential factor behind
rise of superstar firms and regional inequality.
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Robustness to all 5-year long-differences

Manufacturing Non-Manufacturing Total CZ
Employment Employment Employment 

Annual Δ in China IP -1.718*** 2.137** 0.419
(0.480) (0.787) (0.901)

Observations (rounded) 13700 13700 13700

IMPORT PENETRATION FROM CHINA AND CHANGE IN SECTORAL EMPLOYMENT
2SLS ESTIMATES AT CZ LEVEL FOR STACKED CENSUS 5-YEAR LONG DIFFERENCES 1992-2012

Dependent variable: annualized growth rate as a share of CZ average employment

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census 
division dummies as well as 1980-90 employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ 
population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level.
* Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.
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Robustness to different pretrend controls

No pretrends 1980-90 sectoral employment 
growth pretrends

1980-90 sectoral employment 
share pretrends

Panel A:  Manufacturing employment
Annual D in China IP -3.697*** -3.558** -4.091***

(1.675) (1.674) (1.701)
Panel B:  Non-manufacturing employment
Annual D in China IP 2.292*** 1.460* 1.689**

(0.945) (0.823) (0.807)

Panel C:  Total CZ employment
Annual D in China IP 1.238 0.598 0.651

(0.924) (0.813) (0.801)

Observations (rounded) 2900 2900 2900

Dependent variables: annualized change in sectoral CZ employment 

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies as well as 
1980-90 employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered 
at the CZ level. * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.
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Establishment entry & exit by firm survival

Entry of 
Establishments =

Openings by         
Continuing 

Firms
+ Openings from        

Firm Birth

Exit of 
Establishments =

Closings by       
Continuing 

Firms
+ Closings from         

Firm Death

Panel A:  Manufacturing sector
Annual D in China IP 0.569 -0.285 0.854 -2.588* -1.593* -0.995

(0.767) (0.532) (0.598) (1.344) (0.832) (0.882)

Panel B:  Non-manufacturing sector
Annual D in China IP -0.096 -0.033 -0.063 0.748* 0.611** 0.137

(0.498) (0.318) (0.419) (0.430) (0.287) (0.329)

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies as well as 1980-90 employment 
growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level. * Significant at 10%;  ** 
Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average sectoral CZ employment

Back



Industry switching of manufacturing plants occurs mainly from NAICS 33
to offshoring-related services (R&D, management, wholesale)

All Non-manufacturing 54 (Professional Services) 
& 55 (Management) 42 (Wholesale) Other Non-manufacturing

All Manufacturing 1.717*** 1.086* 0.490** 0.140
(0.595) (0.577) (0.197) (0.169)

0.140 0.040 0.140 -0.040
(0.164) (0.050) (0.095) (0.113)

-0.028 -0.127 0.036 0.062
(0.141) (0.094) (0.035) (0.081)

1.605*** 1.172** 0.314** 0.118
(0.622) (0.594) (0.148) (0.087)
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2SLS ESTIMATES OF CHANGE IN CZ NON-MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT GROWTH COMPONENT ON CHANGE IN CZ IP
Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average CZ manufacturing employment

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies as well as 
1980-90 employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered 
at the CZ level. * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Non-manufacturing switch-in NAICS industries

31 (Food&Bev, Textile mills, 
Apparel, Leather) 

32 (Wood, Paper, Petro&Coal, 
Chemicals, Plastics&Rubber, 

Nonmetallic) 

33 (Metal, Machinery, 
Computer&Electronics, Electrical, 
Transportation equm, Furniture) 

Back



Characteristics of plants switching out of manufacturing

Plants switching out of manufacturing shrink by approximately 10% over 5-year economic
census periods

Turnover and job churn may be larger but cannot be observed in LBD

To further investigate, we use QWI (firm side of LEHD) to estimate

yfsτ = α +βωfsτ + εfsτ

I yfsτ : job reallocation, turnover, or churn variable for firm f in state s over period τ

I ωfsτ : share of firm f ’s start of period employment in state s that is in plants switching out of
mfg



Employment in plants switching out of manufacturing is correlated with
higher job turnover and churn

Job Reallocation        
(Job Creation + 
Job Destruction)

Job Turnover          
(Hires + 

Seperations)

Job Churn                       
(Hire - Creation +          

Seper - Destruction)

0.070*** 0.146*** 0.076***
(0.008) (0.014) (0.011)

Y Mean 0.069 0.168 0.099

R Squared 0.114 0.053 0.019

Observations 5500 5500 5500

Dependent variables: 5-year Average Firm-by-State Labor Force Dynamics 

Notes: Sample includes all firms observed in the QWI with estabishments that switch from manufacturing 
to non-manufacturing between Economic Census years (1997-2002, 2002-2007, 2007-2012).  
Coefficients estimates are weighted by initial firm size. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered 
at the firm level. * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Employment Share of 
Switching Estabs.

1 std dev increase in switch employment share increases turnover by ~15% Back



Data: Industry Classification Report



Timing – Importance of Census Years

Census obtains industry codes from multiple sources: IRS, SSA, BLS and Economic
Census (EC).

I IRS and SSA industry information derived from tax files, for obtaining EINs. This is
self-reported and is considered low quality by Census.

I EC requires all domestic non-farm establishments to fill out an Industry Classification Report
(ICR) questionnaire

F “brief inquiry requesting information necessary to assign a kind-of-business code” – Commerce
Bureau

I ICR questionnaire collects information on the physical location and principal business or
activity, including class of customer and detail of sales, shipments, receipts, or revenues in
order to assign a complete NAICS code.

Back



Investigating reorganization

Exploit establishment-firm link of LBD to classify each establishment according to parent
firm characteristics

I parent firm expanding in other sector
I parent firm importing both at beginning and end of period
I parent firm is a large employer (emp > 1,000)

Decompose CZ employment growth accordingly
I e.g. JC of mfg establishments e in CZ c belonging to firms f that expand non-mfg

employment over period τ

JCcont,expand−i
icτ

= ∑
e∈contic

max(∆Eeτ ,0)∗1(4E−i,f (e) > 0)

JCcont
icτ = JCcont,expand−i

icτ
+ JCcont,contract−i

icτ
++JCcont,none−i

icτ



Mfg employment growth decomposition by firm characteristics

Net Employment 
Growth

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments          

Exit of 
Establishments      

Switch In of 
Establishments 
from Non-Mfg.

Switch Out of 
Establishments to 

Non-Mfg

Panel A: Effect on CZ employment growth component in Manufacturing sector

Annual D in China IP -3.558** 0.414 -0.842 0.569 -2.588* 0.606*** -1.717***
(1.674) (0.686) (0.818) (0.767) (1.344) (0.191) (0.595)

Panel B:  Contribution by firms expanding in Non-Manufacturing sector

Annual D in China IP -2.600** 0.146 -0.814 0.074 -0.922* 0.033 -1.118**
(1.014) (0.310) (0.543) (0.404) (0.519) (0.058) (0.497)

Panel C: Contribution by importing firms 

Annual D in China IP -3.896*** 0.130 -1.565** 0.086 -1.350* 0.177 -1.374**
(1.365) (0.541) (0.745) (0.466) (0.812) (0.142) (0.543)

Panel D:  Contribution by firms with more than 1000 employees

Annual D in China IP -2.791** 0.523 -0.800 -0.269 -0.910 0.240* -1.363**
(1.398) (0.600) (0.805) (0.478) (0.904) (0.137) (0.556)

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average CZ manufacturing employment

Notes:  Import penetration measure in all regressions is change in Chinese imports / absorption (AADHP) and estimation is performed for stacked five-year long differences 1992-
1997, 1997-2002, 2002-2007, and 2007-2012. Each regression contains 2900 observations (stacked) and includes original ADH controls and Census division dummies. Reported 
coefficients estimates are weighted by initial CZ employment. Robust standard errors reported in parenthesis are clustered at CZ level. * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** 
Significant at 1%.Back



Non-mfg employment growth decomposition by firm characteristics

Net Employment 
Growth

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments      

Exit of 
Establishments          

Switch In of 
Establishments 

from Mfg.

Switch Out of 
Establishments to 

Mfg

Panel A: Effect on CZ employment growth component in Non-Manufacturing sector
Annual Δ in China IP 2.291** -0.018 -0.681** 0.949 -0.525 0.192*** 0.037

(0.945) (0.327) (0.289) (0.681) (0.425) (0.061) (0.034)
Panel B: Contribution by firms contracting in Manufacturing sector
Annual Δ in China IP 0.564** -0.053 -0.167 0.281** 0.006 0.195*** 0.020

(0.225) (0.106) (0.127) (0.126) (0.134) (0.062) (0.026)
Panel C: Contribution by importing firms 
Annual Δ in China IP 1.243*** 0.051 -0.480** 0.239 -0.363* 0.143*** 0.034

(0.372) (0.287) (0.224) (0.208) (0.214) (0.052) (0.032)
Panel D: Contribution by firms with more than 1000 employees
Annual Δ in China IP 2.163*** 0.166 -0.522** 0.542* -0.831** 0.140*** 0.039

(0.548) (0.364) (0.266) (0.313) (0.368) (0.052) (0.033)

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average non-manufacturing employment

Back



Manufacturing employment losses for high and low earnings establishments

Classify establishments as high/low average earnings
I Calculate median earnings per worker by NAICS 6-digit industry j
I Classify establishment as high average earnings (HAE) if average earnings per worker >

national median for industry
I Should be corr with establishment productivity (unmeasured for non-mfg, many missing for

mfg)

Decompose CZ employment growth across establishments by high/low average earnings
per worker (AE); e.g. for job creation in CZ c in sector i

JCcont,HAE
icτ

= ∑
e∈contic

max(∆Eeτ ,0,0)∗1(AEeijτ0 ≥ AEmedian
ijτ0 )

JCcont
icτ = JCcont,HAE

icτ
+ JCcont,LAE

icτ
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Low average earnings establishments are hit harder by China Shock

(A)                        
Net Employment 

Growth

(B)                       
Net Switching         
to Non-Mfg

(A) - (B) =                    
Conventional 
Employment 

Growth   

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments  

Exit of 
Establishments         

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (7) (6)

Panel A:  Effect on CZ employment growth component in Manufacturing sector

Annual D in China IP -3.558** -1.111* -2.448 0.414 -0.842 0.569 -2.588*
(1.674) (0.581) (1.574) (0.686) (0.818) (0.767) (1.344)

Panel B: Contribution by Estabishments with Above Median Average Earnings

Annual D in China IP -1.249 -1.029* -0.221 0.128 0.764 -0.141 -0.972
(1.300) (0.546) (1.347) 0.128 -0.764 (0.574) (1.002)

Panel C:  Contribution by Estabishments with Below Median Average Earnings

Annual D in China IP -2.306** -0.082 -2.224*** 0.288 -1.605*** 0.710 -1.617**
(0.911) (0.168) (0.863) (0.311) (0.547) (0.548) (0.808)

* Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average manufacturing employment

Notes:  Import penetration measure in all regressions is change in Chinese imports / absorption (AADHP) and estimation is performed for stacked five-year long differences 1992-
1997, 1997-2002, 2002-2007, and 2007-2012. All regressions include original ADH controls and Census division dummies. Reported coefficients estimates are weighted by initial 
CZ employment. Robust standard errors reported in parenthesis are clustered at CZ level.Back



Negative mfg effect driven by NAICS 33 subsector

Share of total 
manufacturing 

employment

Net 
Employment 

Growth

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments           
& Firm Birth

Exit of 
Establishments          
& Firm Death

Switch In from        
Other Sector

Switch Out to 
Other Sector

Effect on CZ employment growth component in Manufacturing sector
Annual D in China IP 100% -3.558** 0.414 -0.842 0.569 -2.588* 0.606*** -1.717***

(1.674) (0.686) (0.818) (0.767) (1.344) (0.191) (0.595)
Contribution by NAICS 31 subsector (food & bev, textile mills, apparel, leather) 
Annual D in China IP 17% -0.940 -0.419 0.147 0.319 -0.941 0.095 -0.140

(0.761) (0.353) (0.399) (0.470) (0.923) (0.089) (0.164)
Contribution by NAICS 32 subsector (wood, paper, petro & coal, chemical, plastics & rubber, nonmetallic) 
Annual D in China IP 28% 1.686** -0.659* 1.517*** -0.446* 1.157** 0.089 0.028

(0.747) (0.346) (0.431) (0.268) (0.530) (0.088) (0.141)
Contribution by NAICS 33 subsector (metal, machinery, computer & electronic, electrical, transportation equm, furniture) 
Annual D in China IP 55% -4.301** 1.494* -2.504*** 0.695 -2.803* 0.422*** -1.605***

(1.732) (0.866) (0.954) (0.686) (1.445) (0.134) (0.622)

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average manufacturing employment

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies as well as 1980-90 employment growth pretrends. 
Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level. * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 
1%.
Back



Less plant shrinking, fewer plant closures and industry switching drive
non-manufacturing job gains – not firm entry

Net 
Employment 

Growth

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments           
& Firm Birth

Exit of 
Establishments          
& Firm Death

Switch In from        
Other Sector

Switch Out to 
Other Sector

Panel B:  Effect on CZ employment growth component in Non-Manufacturing sector

Annual D in China IP 1.460* 0.001 0.666** -0.096 0.748* 0.187*** -0.046
(0.823) (0.315) (0.285) (0.498) (0.430) (0.060) (0.033)

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average sectoral employment

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies as well as 1980-90 
employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level. * 
Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Reduction in plant closings by existing firms accounts for 80% of positive contribution
from exits. Details
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Less plant shrinking, fewer plant closures and industry switching drive
non-manufacturing job gains – not firm entry

Net 
Employment 

Growth

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments           
& Firm Birth

Exit of 
Establishments          
& Firm Death

Switch In from        
Other Sector

Switch Out to 
Other Sector

Panel B:  Effect on CZ employment growth component in Non-Manufacturing sector

Annual D in China IP 1.460* 0.001 0.666** -0.096 0.748* 0.187*** -0.046
(0.823) (0.315) (0.285) (0.498) (0.430) (0.060) (0.033)

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average sectoral employment

Notes: Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies as well as 1980-90 
employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis are clustered at the CZ level. * 
Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.
Reduction in plant closings by existing firms accounts for 80% of positive contribution
from exits. Details
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Positive non-mfg effect is concentrated in activities related to mfg and
tradeable services

Share of total 
manufacturing 

employment

Net Employment 
Growth

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments           
& Firm Birth

Exit of 
Establishments          
& Firm Death

Net Switching 
from/to Non-Mfg

Effect on CZ employment growth component in Manufacturing sector
Annual D in China IP 100% -3.696** 0.504 1.122 0.392 2.292* -1.181**

(1.674) (0.667) (0.846) (0.742) (1.256) (0.595)
Contribution by Manufacturing subsector 31 (food & bev, textile mills, apparel, leather) 
Annual D in China IP 17% -0.906 -0.451 -0.193 -0.009 0.592 -0.048

(0.709) (0.367) (0.399) (0.390) (0.796) (0.176)
Contribution by Manufacturing subsector 32 (wood, paper, petro & coal, chemical, plastics & rubber, nonmetallic) 
Annual D in China IP 28% 2.001*** -0.712** -1.668*** -0.346 -1.254** 0.134

(0.760) (0.344) (0.430) (0.282) (0.518) (0.119)
Contribution by Manufacturing subsector 33 (metal, machinery, computer & electronic, electrical, transportation equm, furniture) 
Annual D in China IP 55% -4.793*** 1.668* 2.982*** 0.746 2.955** -1.267**

(1.769) (0.853) (1.012) (0.658) (1.421) (0.625)

* Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Table 2b: Employment Growth Decomposition by Sub-Sector 1992-2012, Non-Manufacturing

Share of total       
non-

manufacturing 
employment

Net Employment 
Growth

Job Creation                
by Continuing 
Establishments

Job Destruction          
by Continuing 
Establishments

Entry of 
Establishments           
& Firm Birth

Exit of 
Establishments          
& Firm Death

Net Switching 
from/to Mfg

Effect on CZ employment growth component in Non-Manufacturing sector
Annual D in China IP 100% 2.291** -0.018 -0.681** 0.949 -0.525 0.155**

(0.945) (0.327) (0.289) (0.681) (0.425) (0.077)
Contribution by Non-Manufacturing subsectors 42 (wholesale), 54 (professional services) & 55 (management) 
Annual D in China IP 16% 0.744** -0.090 -0.269 0.399** -0.012 0.153**

(0.302) (0.198) (0.207) (0.201) (0.236) (0.076)
Contribution by Non-Manufacturing subsectors 48-49 (transportation & warehousing), 51 (information) & 52-53 (FIRE) 
Annual D in China IP 16% 0.733*** 0.054 -0.474*** -0.062 -0.262 0.005

(0.277) (0.161) (0.128) (0.173) (0.169) (0.016)
Contribution by other Non-Manufacturing subsectors (mining, utilities, construction, retail, education, health, entertainment, accomodation & food)
Annual D in China IP 68% 0.815 0.018 0.063 0.612 -0.250 -0.003

(0.730) (0.338) (0.206) (0.499) (0.330) (0.021)

* Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.

Notes:  Employment shares are calculated for 2002 from County Business Pattern data. Import penetration measure in all regressions is change in Chinese imports / 
absorption (AADHP) and estimation is performed for stacked five-year long differences 1992-1997, 1997-2002, 2002-2007, and 2007-2012. All regressions include 
original ADH controls and Census division dummies. Reported coefficients estimates are weighted by initial CZ employment. Robust standard errors reported in 

Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average non-manufacturing employment

2SLS ESTIMATES OF CHANGE IN CZ MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT GROWTH COMPONENT ON CHANGE IN CZ IP
Dependent variables: growth contribution of component relative to average manufacturing employment

Notes:  Employment shares are calculated for 2002 from County Business Pattern data. Import penetration measure in all regressions is change in Chinese imports / 
absorption (AADHP) and estimation is performed for stacked five-year long differences 1992-1997, 1997-2002, 2002-2007, and 2007-2012. All regressions include 
original ADH controls and Census division dummies. Reported coefficients estimates are weighted by initial CZ employment. Robust standard errors reported in 

2SLS ESTIMATES OF CHANGE IN CZ NON-MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT GROWTH COMPONENT ON CHANGE IN CZ IP
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Jobs versus resident employment

LBD is a firm data set – measures jobs

Autor, Dorn and Hanson use household data (IPUMS, ACS) – measures employed
residents

To assess differences between the two, we use LAUS data (derived from CPS and other
data sources)
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Labor market effects in high vs low HC areas

Unemp/Pop 
(LAUS)

NILF/Pop 
(LAUS)

Total CZ 
Emp/Pop 
(LAUS)

Total CZ 
Emp/Pop Share 

(LBD)

Difference in 
Emp/Pop Share    
(LAUS - LBD) 

Annual D in China IP x 1(HHC) 0.246 0.562 -0.808 0.552 1.360**
(0.249) (0.635) (0.539) (0.567) (0.676)

Annual D in China IP x 1(LHC) -0.191 0.939*** -0.749** -0.580 0.169
-0.142 -0.351 -0.353 (0.478) (0.489)

Dependent variable: Annualized difference in CZ labor market rate

Notes:  Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies as 
well as 1980-90 employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis 
are clustered at the CZ level. * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.High HC areas experience decrease in resident employment rate but no decrease in total

jobs rate.

Low HC areas experience decrease in resident employment rate and total jobs rate.



Labor market effects in high vs low HC areas

Unemp/Pop 
(LAUS)

NILF/Pop 
(LAUS)

Total CZ 
Emp/Pop 
(LAUS)

Total CZ 
Emp/Pop Share 

(LBD)

Difference in 
Emp/Pop Share    
(LAUS - LBD) 

Annual D in China IP x 1(HHC) 0.246 0.562 -0.808 0.552 1.360**
(0.249) (0.635) (0.539) (0.567) (0.676)

Annual D in China IP x 1(LHC) -0.191 0.939*** -0.749** -0.580 0.169
-0.142 -0.351 -0.353 (0.478) (0.489)

Dependent variable: Annualized difference in CZ labor market rate

Notes:  Each long difference contains (rounded) 700 CZs. All regressions include the original ADH controls and Census division dummies as 
well as 1980-90 employment growth pretrends. Coefficients estimates are weighted by 1991 CZ population. Robust standard errors in parenthesis 
are clustered at the CZ level. * Significant at 10%;  ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%.High HC areas experience increase in residents who are unemployed and not-in-labor-force.

Low HC areas experience increase in residents who are not-in-labor-force.



Empirical strategy similar to Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2013)

Effect of China shock on sector i – CZ c labor market outcome

∆yicτ = αiτ +βi∆IPcτ +X′cτγi + εicτ

I αiτ = sector i – time interval τ specific average (⇒ no GE effects)
I ∆IPcτ = change in Chinese import penetration for CZ c
I Xcτ = vector of beginning-of-interval τ controls for CZ c (as in Autor, Dorn, Hanson)

Baseline τ = Economic Census (EC) 5-year intervals (92-97, 97-02, 02-07, 07-12)

Note Bartik issues: Goldsmith-Pinkham, Sorkin and Swift (2018); Borusyak, Hull and
Jaravel (2019); Adao, Kolesar and Morales (2018); Jaeger, Ruist and Stuhler (2018)

⇒ add pretrends and check robustness over longer time intervals
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Introduction Motivation

Stalled Progress

Civil Rights Era saw a rapid convergence between black and white
male labor market outcomes on a number of dimensions

This was partially fueled by a rapid increase in manufacturing
employment

From 1962 to 1972 the fraction of employed black men working in
manufacturing rose from approximately .25 to .35, passing that for
whites

These patterns began to reverse in the late 1970s and 1980s

By 1985, both the median male earnings gap and the employment
rate gap had fallen below 1970 levels

The late 1980s would see a end to these declines and recovery on
some dimensions

Figures
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Introduction Motivation

Japanese Trade

Also during this time period, the United States saw a rapid increase in
Japanese import competition

From 1975 to 1986, imports of manufactured Japanese goods would
rise by an average of $8.5 billion per year

This represented an increase from 1.1% to 3.5% of U.S total
spending, and created a $100 billion annual trade deficit

After 1986, Japanese imports would stagnate and slightly decrease (in
part due to U.S. trade policy and a devaluation of the dollar)

Remarkable similarities between trends of Japanese trade and black
economic outcomes and current experience with Chinese trade and
working class whites

Figure
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Introduction Motivation

Goals of This Paper

To what extent can the increase in trade in the 1970s and 1980s
explain the change in fortune for black economic well-being?

Use variation in exposure of import competition across local labor
markets (Autor, Dorn and Hanson, 2013), and find Japanese import
competition caused a large drop in black manufacturing employment
and increase in black non-labor force participation

No evidence of negative effects for white outcomes in aggregate

Results driven by increase in demand for skill in manufacturing sector

Losses concentrated on low education workers and Southern-born
blacks
Increases in manufacturing employment of engineers, shift towards
more educated production workers
Most exposed industries saw increase in capital/labor ratio and
value-added per worker
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Introduction Motivation

Mechanisms of Disparate Impact

Black manufacturing workers were especially vulnerable to changes in
relative demand for skill

60% had less than a high school degree compared to 38% of whites
Within production workers, blacks had half a year less education on
average than whites
More than half of Northern manufacturer workers were recent migrants
educated in Jim Crow Era south

No evidence that disparate impact driven by unionization, prejudice,
or increased spatial mismatch.
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Data Primary Data

Primary Data

Spatial industry composition

1962 and 1970 County Business Patterns (CBP)
Mapped from SIC57 → SIC67 → SIC87

Bilateral trade data

UN Comtrade (1970, 1972, 1987, 1990)
Linked from SITC → HS → SIC87

Labor market outcomes

1970 (1% form 1, 1% form 2) and 1990 (5%) Census IPUMS sample
Restrict to working age males because of racial differences in female
labor force participation (Neal, 2004)

Restrict to 358 CZs with at least population of 500 working age black
males in 1970 and 1990.
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Data Measurement

Import Competition Measure

Our measure of imports exposure per worker (IPW) at the commuting
zone level for commuting zone i in year t is:

∆IPWit =
∑
j

Lijt

Lit

∆Mujt

Lujt
,

Lujt is year t national employment in industry j

∆Mujt is change imports from Japan in industry j in time t

Essentially distributes imports by industry to each commuting zone
based on its share of the industry’s nation-wide employment

Assess impact of 1970-1990 change in imports exposure

Average black worker exposed to $1,395 trade increase; average white
worker, $1,583.
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Data Identification

Instrumental Variable

Since imports are endogenous to negative productivity shocks, will
employ an instrumental variable approach following Autor, Dorn, and
Hanson (2013).

∆IPWoit =
∑
j

Lijt−1

Lit−1

∆Mojt−1

Luit−1

∆Mojt is the change in imports in industry j in time t in Australia,
Denmark, Finland, New Zealand, Spain, and Switzerland.
Labor shares are lagged one period (1962).
Throughout, we control for the manufacturing share in 1962 to isolate
variation caused by industry composition.
Identification assumes that trade shocks are as good as randomly
assigned across industries (Borusyak, Hull, and Jaravel 2022)
Little evidence of correlation with pre-trends, industry characteristics,
and industry trends after controlling for small number of local labor
market variables.
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Data Identification

Figure 1: Change in Trade Exposure Intensity, 1990-1970: Continental U.S.
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Data Identification

Figure 2: Change in Trade Exposure Intensity, 1990-1970: Regression Sample
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Data Identification

Main Specification

We separate change in outcomes by race j, and estimate for each race

∆Yij,1990−1970 = βj∆IPWui,1990−1970 + γjXi,1960 + εij

where Xi1960 is pre-existing commuting zone level characteristics.

∆IPWui,1990−1970 is instrumented using our non-USA trade patterns
instrument.
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Results Employment

Table 1: Japanese Imports on Change in Manufacturing Employment/ Working
Age Population, 1990-1970 Long Difference: 2SLS Estimates

All White Black

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(∆ Imports from Japan -1.078*** -0.631** -0.089 0.050 -0.668***
to US)/worker (0.358) (0.304) (0.119) (0.119) (0.215)

Percentage of employment -0.158*** 0.016 -0.002 0.067
in manufacturing1962 (0.040) (0.036) (0.034) (0.069)

Black percentage of -0.071*** -0.064** -0.074*
population1960 (0.027) (0.028) (0.038)

College percentage -0.089 -0.113 -0.088
of population1960 (0.088) (0.085) (0.156)

Foreign-born percentage 0.099 0.111 0.146
of population1960 (0.074) (0.070) (0.108)

Average offshorability 0.154*** 0.140*** 0.269***
index of occupations1960 (0.051) (0.051) (0.083)

Percentage of employment -0.417*** -0.407*** -0.431***
in routine occupations1960 (0.059) (0.061) (0.086)

Census Division FE No No Yes Yes Yes
Observations 358 358 358 358 358
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Results Employment

Table 2: Japanese Imports and Change in Employment Status, 1990-1970 Long
Difference: 2SLS Estimates

Mfg Non-mfg Unemp NILF
emp emp

(1) (2) (3) (4)

White Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan 0.050 0.009 -0.012 -0.047
to US)/worker (0.119) (0.097) (0.029) (0.064)

Black Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan -0.668*** 0.214 -0.051 0.505***
to US)/worker (0.215) (0.219) (0.106) (0.147)

Z-statistic -3.300*** 1.040 -0.327 4.287***
Observations 358 358 358 358
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Results Employment

Main Findings

Japanese import competition reduces manufacturing employment for
black workers with no impact on whites

Majority of displaced black workers drop out of labor market

Marginal effects on black workers comparable to ADH results for
China (-.50 manufacturing share, .43 NILF)

Results robust to using net exports, including import competition in
final goods only, using race-specific CZ controls, controlling for broad
industry clusters, excluding the Rust Belt, and using each country as
separate instrument
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Results Mechanisms

Identifying Mechanisms

Explore four possible mechanisms:

1 Skill upgrading in manufacturing negatively impacted
disproportionately low-skill black labor force

2 Migratory response of jobs away from central cities blacks
disproportionately live in (i.e., spatial mismatch)

3 Labor unions disproportionately shielded white workers from job loss

4 Prejudiced employers focused layoffs from increased competition on
black workers
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Results Mechanisms

Table 3: Japanese Imports and Change in Employment Status by Race and Skill
Group, 1990-1970 Long Difference: 2SLS Estimates

Mfg Non-mfg Unemp NILF
emp emp

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: HS Dropouts
Black Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to US)/worker -1.036*** 0.535** 0.382 0.406**

(0.186) (0.232) (0.636) (0.196)

White Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to US)/worker -0.246* 0.463*** 0.028 -0.246**

(0.137) (0.126) (0.042) (0.119)

Panel B: HS Grads
Black Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to US)/worker -0.428 0.177 -0.191 0.442***

(0.449) (0.435) (0.157) (0.165)

White Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to US)/worker -0.288* 0.197 0.091*** 0.000

(0.168) (0.159) (0.035) (0.052)

Panel C: College Educated
White Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to US)/worker 0.107 -0.118 0.021 -0.010

(0.230) (0.168) (0.029) (0.122)

Observations 358 358 358 358
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Results Mechanisms

Table 4: Japanese Imports and Change in Employment Status for Southern versus
Non-Southern Born Blacks, 1990-1970 Long Difference: 2SLS Estimates

Mfg Non-mfg Unemp NILF
emp emp

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Northern born Black Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan -0.113 0.107 -0.223* 0.229*
to US)/worker (0.195) (0.299) (0.132) (0.125)

Southern born Black Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan -0.558** -0.151 0.112 0.597***
to US)/worker (0.249) (0.283) (0.099) (0.208)

Z-statistic -1.232 -0.558 4.053*** 1.812*
Observations 185 185 185 185
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Results Mechanisms

Table 5: Japanese Imports and Change in Skill Composition of Manufacturing,
1990-1970 Long Difference: 2SLS Estimates

Share of Manufacturing Employment

College HS Prof Eng Prd College
dropout wrk prd wrk

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(∆ Imports from Japan 0.921*** -0.131 0.271*** 0.187*** -0.060 0.681***
to US)/worker (0.209) (0.248) (0.063) (0.027) (0.094) (0.162)

Observations 358 358 358 358 358 358
1970 mean of DV 23.3 42.1 16.5 4.9 66.6 6.0
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Results Mechanisms

Alternative Mechanisms

Spatial mismatch

Evidence that Japanese import competition encouraged white flight
from central cities, but no impact on location of jobs within CZs
Suggestive evidence of more negative effects on black re-employment in
more segregated cities.

Unions

Unlikely to be important source of disparities as minorities had higher
unionization rates than whites throughout time period (Farber et al.,
2021)
Some evidence that states with higher unionization rates saw less
negative effects, but no evidence that whites disproportionately
benefited

Prejudice

No evidence of larger marginal effects of import competition in areas
with high support for George Wallace in 1968 presidential election.

Alternative Mechanisms
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Results Mechanisms

Table 6: Japanese Imports and Change in Earnings, 1990-1970 Long Difference:
2SLS Estimates

Log Log Annual Earnings Log
Weekly Ann
Wage Inc

Earners Earners All HH HH
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

White Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan -0.716* -0.257 -1.222*** -0.920*** -0.825**
to US)/worker (0.385) (0.342) (0.436) (0.346) (0.349)

Black Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan 0.069 0.154 -4.841*** -2.782*** -1.873***
to US)/worker (0.457) (0.580) (1.035) (0.767) (0.579)

Z-statistic 3.597*** 1.068 -4.349*** -3.520*** -3.092***
Observations 358 358 358 358 358
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Results Mechanisms

Table 7: Japanese Imports and Change in Family Outcomes, 1990-1970 Long
Difference: 2SLS Estimates

% Welf % in Poverty % Single % Female
Recpt Parent Headed

HH HH Kids HH HH
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

White Households
(∆ Imports from Japan 0.142** 0.084 0.102 0.144* 0.135**
to US)/worker (0.061) (0.076) (0.135) (0.077) (0.066)

Black Households
(∆ Imports from Japan 0.697*** 0.696*** 0.684** 0.467 0.501*
to US)/worker (0.108) (0.214) (0.321) (0.294) (0.294)

Z-statistic 5.087*** 2.925*** 1.770* 1.424 1.496
Observations 358 358 358 358 358
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Conclusion

Conclusion

Post-Civil Rights Movement trends towards black economic progress
reversed in the late 1970s and early 1980s, simultaneous to a large
increase in import competition from Japan.

We find causal evidence that this trade led to stalled economic
progress for African Americans.

Large impacts on black manufacturing employment and labor force
non-participation, concentrated especially on high school dropouts.

Whites insulated from effects due to higher levels of education

Timing particularly important; lack of sustained progress may have
led to decreased human capital investment in next generation
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Ratio of Median Earnings: Males, Working Age
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Ratio of Employment Rates: Males, Working Age
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Fraction of Employment in Manufacturing

back
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U.S. Import Penetration Ratio in Manufactured Goods for
and Trade Deficit with Japan, 1968-1992

back
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Alternative Mechanisms

Table 8: Japanese Imports and Changes in the Geography of Employment,
1990-1970 Long Difference: 2SLS Estimates

CZ Population Central City Central City Central City
Population Housing Costs Man Share

Log Share Log Share Log Log Share Share
pop black pop black median median reside jobs

value rent
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

(∆ Imports from Japan 0.184 0.121 -0.186 1.684*** -2.412*** -1.574*** -0.414 0.134
to US)/worker (0.413) (0.076) (0.219) (0.190) (0.846) (0.342) (0.317) (0.576)

Observations 358 358 167 167 167 167 167 167
1970 mean of DV 1,407.8 12.3 38.9 21.8 1,041.4 512.0 37.4 45.6
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Alternative Mechanisms

Table 9: Japanese Imports and Change in Employment Status, 1990-1970 Long
Difference: Heterogeneous Effects by CZ Segregation, 2SLS Estimates

Mfg Non-mfg Unemp NILF
emp emp

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: All workers
White Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to 0.505*** -0.603** 0.033 0.066
US)/worker× Segregation (0.177) (0.242) (0.052) (0.117)

Black Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to 0.554 -0.651 -0.199 0.296
US)/worker× Segregation (0.404) (0.709) (0.232) (0.527)

Z-statistic 0.164 -0.076 -1.040 0.465
Panel B: HS Dropouts

White Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to 0.412** -0.582 0.142 0.029
US)/worker× Segregation (0.171) (0.391) (0.102) (0.282)

Black Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to 0.260 -1.031 -0.027 1.106*
US)/worker× Segregation (0.355) (0.788) (1.277) (0.639)

Z-statistic -0.546 -0.654 -0.132 1.746*
Observations 358 358 358 358
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Alternative Mechanisms

Table 10: Japanese Imports and Change in Employment Status, 1990-1970 Long
Difference: Heterogeneous Effects by Union Coverage, 2SLS Estimates

State Industry

Mfg NILF Mfg NILF
emp emp
(1) (2) (3) (4)

White Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to 0.295** -0.016 0.005 -0.004
US)/worker× Union intensity (0.146) (0.041) (0.006) (0.003)

Black Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to 0.309* 0.020 0.016 0.002
US)/worker× Union intensity (0.184) (0.206) (0.013) (0.011)

Z-statistic 1.308 0.246 1.045 0.548
Observations 354 354 358 358
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Alternative Mechanisms

Table 11: Japanese Imports and Change in Employment Status, 1990-1970 Long
Difference: Heterogeneous Effects by 1968 George Wallace Voting Share, 2SLS
Estimates

Mfg Non-mfg Unemp NILF
emp emp

(1) (2) (3) (4)

White Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to 0.022 -0.034 -0.052 0.065
US)/worker×Wallace share (0.166) (0.171) (0.074) (0.101)

Black Workers
(∆ Imports from Japan to 0.842* 0.613 -0.820* -0.636
US)/worker×Wallace share (0.508) (0.508) (0.454) (0.400)

Z-statistic 1.751* 1.145 -1.820* -1.825*
Observations 344 344 344 344

back
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What is the impact of NAFTA on local employment
outcomes?

Total, manufacturing and non–manufacturing employment;
unemployment; labor force participation; abstract vs. routine
employment.

How does this impact differ for different groups in the
population?

Gender, race, age, high vs. low human capital regions
As motivation, note that sectors facing large tariff cuts, such
as textiles and apparel, were concentrated in regions with a
large black population, such as certain areas in North and
South Carolina.
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Empirical Approach

Regional variation in exposure to US and Mexican tariffs
across commuting zones.

Variation stemming from differences in the industrial
composition of regions in 1990, and differential trade
liberalization across industries.
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Literature

Build on a rich literature studying the impact of trade shocks
on local labor markets.

NAFTA: Hakobyan and Mclaren (2016, 2018), Kuziemko et
al. (2021),

China shock: Autor et al. (2013,2019), Bloom et al. (2019).

Based on other approaches: Caliendo et al. (2015), Pierce
and Schott (2016).

Important work for other countries including India (Topalova,
2010), Brazil, (Kovak, 2013, Dix-Carneiro and Kovak, 2017),
Germany (Dauth et al., 2014), and South Africa (Erten et al.,
2019).
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Data Description
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Data Description

Census of Population: 1990 and 2000.

Outcomes for 722 commuting zones.

US tariffs (Romalis) and Mexican tariffs (newly digitized).
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Data Description
Commuting Zone Exposure to Change in U.S. Tariffs,
1990-2000
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Data Description
Commuting Zone Exposure to Change in Mexican Tariffs,
1990-2000
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Data Description

Employment by Gender and Race in 1990 in Manufacturing
Sectors Most Exposed to US Tariff Liberalization

Rank Sector Name Number of Share Share
Workers Female Nonwhite
(thousands)

1 Apparel And Other Textile 1360 0.78 0.32
Products

2 Textile Mill Products 927 0.52 0.26
3 Leather And Leather Products 158 0.64 0.16
4 Food And Kindred Products 1745 0.38 0.25
5 Stone, Clay, And Glass Products 639 0.26 0.16
6 Chemicals And Allied Products 1367 0.33 0.17
7 Tobacco Products 63 0.36 0.30
8 Industrial Machinery And Equip., 4460 0.32 0.15

Electronic And Electric Equip.
9 Transportation Equipment 2899 0.23 0.17
10 Primary Metal Industries And 2262 0.21 0.16

Fabricated Metal Products
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Results

Using measures of CZ exposure to tariff liberalization:

∆τU.S .i =
∑
j εT

Lij∆τ
U.S .
j

Li
. (1)

I estimate:

∆Lmi = β1∆τU.S .i + β2∆τMEX
i + X ′

i β3 + εi . (2)

for changes over 1990–2000 for 722 CZ with the same
controls as in Autor et al. (2013) and controlling for growth
in Chinese imports.
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Results

US tariffs cause:

Decline in manufacturing employment: p75/p25 difference in
exposure associated to 0.15 p.p decline in mftg emp. to pop.
ratio.
Not a s.s. impact on nonmanufacturing emp. as a whole
(although increases in emp. in low skill nonmftg: construction;
retail+wholesale trade).
Decline in total employment: (p75/p25 → 0.1 p.p fall in
emp/pop.)
(Small) Increase in unemployment: (p75/p25 → 0.05 p.p
increase in unemp/pop.)
Not a s.s. impact on labor force nonparticipation.
No adjustment in population.

Exposure to Mexican tariff liberalization not associated to
statistically significant impact on employment outcomes.
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Results: Differences by Race

Similar impact of US tariffs on mftg emp. for white and
nonwhite workers.

However, much larger fall in total emp. and increase in
unemployment for nonwhite workers.

For example, decline in total employment: (p75/p25 → 0.22
p.p fall in emp/pop. for nonwhite, 0.07 and not s.s. for
white).

Suggests differences in how nonwhite workers adjust to direct
shock to mftg emp.
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Results: Differences by Gender

Larger impact on mftg emp. and total emp. for women.

For example, decline in total employment: (p75/p25 → 0.24
p.p fall in emp/pop. for women, close to zero for men).

For women, increase in nonmftg emp..

Increase in unemployment for both groups.
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Results: Differences by Educational Attainment

Lack of significant response for college workers.

Large impact on noncollege workers. For example, effect on
total emp. is twice as found for overall pop.

Differently than in overall results, increase in labor force
nonparticipation for noncollege workers.
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Results: High and Low Human Capital Regions

Split US into above and below median human capital.

Small and not stat. sig. impact on all margins for high human
capital CZs.

Large negative impact on mftg and total emp., small positive
impact on non. mftg employment; increase in unemp. and
labor force nonparticipation for low human capital CZs.

16 / 18



Results: Tasks

Increase in abstract employment (p75/p25 → 0.08 p.p
increase in abstract emp/pop.)

Larger for male, college workers. Both in mftg and nonmftg.

Reduction in routine production emp. (p75/p25 → 0.18 p.p
fall in routine emp/pop.)

Larger for female, noncollege workers.

17 / 18



Summing up

US tariff liberalization associated to decline in mftg.
employment and total employment, increase in unemployment.

Impact of US tariff liberalization concentrated among
noncollege, female and nonwhite individuals in low-human
capital regions.

Important to keep in mind that these results abstract from
general equilibrium effects.
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Figure 1. Share of workers in the exposed sector
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Figure 2. Share of Black workers vs not employed
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Figure 3. Map of the Percentage Share of Black Workers in the Exposed Sector in 1999
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International 
Trade and Wage 
Differentials: 
What Do the 
Data Tell Us?

Edinaldo Tebaldi, Ph.D.

Bryant University 



Motivation

• Significant wage gap for minorities across industries 

• Evidence that international trade impacts the labor market and 
affects intra and inter-industry employment and relative wages of 
heterogeneous labor (e.g. Davis and Harrigan, 2007; Muendler, 2007; 
Taylor, 2002; Katz and Summers, 1989).

• Exporting industries pay a significant wage premium. (e.g. Schank et 
al., 2007; Bernard and Jensen, 1995; Katz and Summers, 1989].



Goals

Use microdata to document trade 
intensity and wage differentials by 
gender/race/ethnicity

Use regression analysis to determine 
if trade intensity is related to wage 
differentials ( race/gender/ethnicity) 
when controlling for education and 
other characteristics 

Is there a relationship between 
wage differentials by gender, race 
or ethnicity observed across 
industries and trade intensity? 

Question 
of Interest



Data

Microdata from the Current Population Survey (CPS).
• Surveys 50,000+ households (~200k people) in the U.S.
• Personal information (wages, education, experience, marital status , …)
• Industry Classification Codes (ICC) matched to 4-digit NAICS codes. 

BLS - Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
• Employment by 4-digit NAICS

The Department of Commerce
• U.S. imports and exports data by 4-digit NAICS codes.

Matched dataset contains 87 4-digit NAICS tradeable industries
• Also aggregated into 19 major tradeable industries (used to create figures)

Work utilizes CPS data from 2016-2021 and employment and trade data from 2016-2020
• 2021 CPS data reports “previous  year wages” 2020 wages
• Only individuals whose industry is a tradeable industry  (employed and unemployed) 



Key Variables of interest

j indexes the industry and t is the year.  

Trade metrics , and , are assigned to all workers employed in the j-industry on 
time t.

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑥 , =
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 ,

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ,

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑚 , =
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 ,

𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ,

𝐼𝑥 , =
𝑥 ,

max 𝑥 ,
𝐼𝑚 , =

𝑚 ,

max 𝑚 ,

, and , range from 0 to 1
• 0=non-tradable industry
• 1=industry with highest trade intensity (imports or exports) 



Wage differentials by 
Race/Ethnicity 



Black: Large wage differentials across industries, but 
differentials seem unrelated to trade intensiveness for 
black males …
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Source: Author’s compilation using data from the CPS; weighted stats; inflation-adjusted
Benchmark: White Male
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And black females
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Benchmark: White females
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Other POC: Wage differentials weakly related 
trade import-intensiveness

Non-tradable

Source: Author’s compilation using data from the CPS
Benchmark: White females

Non-tradable
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Hispanic Males: Wage differentials turns 
wider when imports intensity increase
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Source: Author’s compilation using data from the CPS
Benchmark: White non-Hispanic males
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Hispanic Females: Wage differentials turns 
wider when trade intensiveness increase
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Source: Author’s compilation using data from the CPS
Benchmark: White non-Hispanic females
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Is trade intensity related to wage 
differentials by race/ethnicity when 
controlling for education and other 

characteristics?



Mincer’s Wage Regression Analysis

w =N x 1 vector of wages; 
x  =N x K matrix of covariates describing the characteristics of the individuals (e. g. educational 

attainment, market experience, marital status, race, etc.); 
 = vector of disturbances.
T = matrix measuring trade intensiveness:

Several alternative specifications are tested 
Robust standard errors 



(1) (2) (3) (4)
High school diploma 0.304*** 0.307*** 0.305*** 0.306***

[23.19] [23.47] [23.34] [23.39]
Some College, but no degree 0.451*** 0.453*** 0.451*** 0.451***

[30.12] [30.29] [30.15] [30.16]
Associate's degree 0.503*** 0.504*** 0.501*** 0.503***

[31.00] [31.07] [30.93] [30.98]
Bachelor's degree 0.841*** 0.841*** 0.837*** 0.840***

[53.77] [53.75] [53.52] [53.67]
Graduate degree 1.161*** 1.159*** 1.155*** 1.156***

[60.87] [60.61] [60.42] [60.30]
Potential Experience 0.0296*** 0.0296*** 0.0296*** 0.0296***

[25.87] [25.89] [25.89] [25.89]
Potential Experience squared -0.000439*** -0.000440*** -0.000439*** -0.000439***

[-18.84] [-18.87] [-18.86] [-18.87]
Married 0.160*** 0.158*** 0.158*** 0.158***

[20.14] [19.95] [19.94] [19.96]
Black -0.161*** -0.161*** -0.161*** -0.330***

[-13.30] [-13.30] [-13.33] [-7.34]
Asian 0.0125 0.0119 0.0105 -0.219***

[0.82] [0.78] [0.69] [-3.04]
Other POC -0.0782*** -0.0792*** -0.0793*** -0.0654

[-3.47] [-3.52] [-3.51] [-0.73]
Hispanic -0.105*** -0.104*** 0.0299 -0.105***

[-11.00] [-10.92] [0.95] [-10.99]
Exports Intensity 0.0313*** 0.0382*** 0.0308***

[7.37] [7.42] [6.72]
Imports Intensity -0.0247*** -0.0253*** -0.0294***

[-6.01] [-5.20] [-6.54]
Interaction Terms 
Hispanic * Exports Intensity -0.0248***

[-2.83]
Hispanic * Imports Intensity -0.00470

[-0.53]
Black*Exports Intensity -0.00782

[-0.52]
Asian*Exports Intensity 0.0145

[0.64]
Other PCO *Exports Intensity 0.0181

[0.69]
Black*Imports Intensity 0.0416***

[3.12]
Asian*Imports Intensity 0.0314

[1.58]
Other POC*Imports Intensity -0.0200

[-0.75]
Constant 2.273*** 2.251*** 2.225*** 2.278***

[127.21] [103.12] [97.99] [102.51]
Observations 31721 31721 31721 31721
Adjusted R2 0.280 0.281 0.281 0.281

Dependent Variable: LN Real Hourly Wages, Tradable industries, Males, 2016-2021 

Regression 
produces typical 
results 
established in 
the literature



Dependent Variable: LN Real Hourly Wages, Tradable industries, Females, 2016-2021 

Regression 
produces typical 
results 
established in 
the literature

(1) (2) (3) (4)
High school diploma 0.224*** 0.226*** 0.225*** 0.226***

[11.32] [11.35] [11.30] [11.34]
Some College, but no degree 0.384*** 0.382*** 0.380*** 0.381***

[16.63] [16.49] [16.41] [16.47]
Associate's degree 0.360*** 0.357*** 0.355*** 0.357***

[13.30] [13.15] [13.04] [13.17]
Bachelor's degree 0.831*** 0.822*** 0.818*** 0.820***

[33.66] [33.14] [32.97] [33.06]
Graduate degree 1.201*** 1.184*** 1.177*** 1.180***

[39.92] [39.11] [38.72] [38.83]
Potential Experience 0.0224*** 0.0219*** 0.0219*** 0.0219***

[12.37] [12.07] [12.09] [12.09]
Potential Experience squared -0.000316*** -0.000308*** -0.000308*** -0.000309***

[-8.47] [-8.26] [-8.28] [-8.26]
Married 0.0638*** 0.0639*** 0.0633*** 0.0646***

[5.42] [5.44] [5.39] [5.49]
Black -0.0850*** -0.0888*** -0.0899*** -0.138**

[-5.01] [-5.25] [-5.31] [-2.09]
Asian 0.0212 0.0203 0.0203 -0.209**

[1.04] [1.00] [1.00] [-2.25]
Other POC -0.0524 -0.0530 -0.0535 0.122

[-1.51] [-1.52] [-1.53] [0.96]
Hispanic -0.131*** -0.133*** 0.0504 -0.134***

[-8.78] [-8.94] [1.09] [-9.03]
Exports Intensity 0.0443*** 0.0579*** 0.0438***

[6.22] [6.21] [5.40]
Imports Intensity -0.0178*** -0.0209** -0.0207**

[-2.59] [-2.35] [-2.57]
Interaction Terms 

Hispanic * Exports Intensity -0.0457***

[-3.35]
Hispanic * Imports Intensity 0.00386

[0.29]
Black*Exports Intensity -0.00840

[-0.41]
Asian*Exports Intensity 0.0410

[1.58]
Other PCO *Exports Intensity -0.0507

[-1.25]
Black*Imports Intensity 0.0174

[0.93]
Asian*Imports Intensity 0.00748

[0.32]
Other POC*Imports Intensity 0.00996

[0.26]
Constant 2.226*** 2.126*** 2.083*** 2.142***

[75.91] [62.09] [57.47] [59.33]
Observations 12687 12687 12687 12687
Adjusted R2 0.257 0.260 0.261 0.261



Takeaway 1:

Trade Intensity 
impacts wage
*there is a larger 
benefit for women 
employed in exports-
intensive industries 
and 
* a smaller negative
impact  for those 
employed in import-
intensive industries

(1) (2) (3)
Female

Exports Intensity 0.0443*** 0.0579*** 0.0438***

[6.22] [6.21] [5.40]

Imports Intensity -0.0178*** -0.0209** -0.0207**

[-2.59] [-2.35] [-2.57]

Male

Exports Intensity 0.0313*** 0.0382*** 0.0308***

[7.37] [7.42] [6.72]

Imports Intensity -0.0247*** -0.0253*** -0.0294***

[-6.01] [-5.20] [-6.54]

Controls Educational 
attainment, 
experience, 

marital status, 
race, Hispanic 

+ interaction 
terms Hispanic * 
imports/exports 

intensity

+ interaction 
terms Race* 

imports/exports 
intensity

Dependent Variable: LN Real Hourly Wages, Tradable industries, 2016-2021 

Source: Author’s compilation using data from the CPS



Interaction 
terms only

(3) (4)
Black -0.0899*** -0.138**

[-5.31] [-2.09]
Asian 0.0203 -0.209**

[1.00] [-2.25]
Other POC -0.0535 0.122

[-1.53] [0.96]
Hispanic 0.0504 -0.134***

[1.09] [-9.03]
Exports Intensity 0.0579*** 0.0438***

[6.21] [5.40]
Imports Intensity -0.0209** -0.0207**

[-2.35] [-2.57]
Interaction Terms 

Hispanic * Exports Intensity -0.0457***

[-3.35]
Hispanic * Imports Intensity 0.00386

[0.29]
Black*Exports Intensity -0.00840

[-0.41]
Asian*Exports Intensity 0.0410

[1.58]
Other PCO *Exports Intensity -0.0507

[-1.25]
Black*Imports Intensity 0.0174

[0.93]
Asian*Imports Intensity 0.00748

[0.32]
Other POC*Imports Intensity 0.00996

[0.26]

Females

Interaction terms only 

(3) (4)
Black -0.161*** -0.330***

[-13.33] [-7.34]
Asian 0.0105 -0.219***

[0.69] [-3.04]
Other POC -0.0793*** -0.0654

[-3.51] [-0.73]
Hispanic 0.0299 -0.105***

[0.95] [-10.99]
Exports Intensity 0.0382*** 0.0308***

[7.42] [6.72]
Imports Intensity -0.0253*** -0.0294***

[-5.20] [-6.54]
Interaction Terms 
Hispanic * Exports Intensity -0.0248***

[-2.83]
Hispanic * Imports Intensity -0.00470

[-0.53]
Black*Exports Intensity -0.00782

[-0.52]
Asian*Exports Intensity 0.0145

[0.64]
Other PCO *Exports Intensity 0.0181

[0.69]
Black*Imports Intensity 0.0416***

[3.12]
Asian*Imports Intensity 0.0314

[1.58]
Other POC*Imports Intensity -0.0200

[-0.75]

Dependent Variable: LN Real Hourly Wages, Tradable industries, 2016-2021 

Males



Trade impact on wages of minorities: Hispanic
• Female

ln 𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 + 0.0504 ∗ ℎ + 0.0579 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0457 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ ℎ − 0.0209 ∗ 𝑚 − 0.0038 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ ℎ

[1.09] [6.21]***        [-3.35]*** [-2.35]** [-0.29]

If Hispanic=1 
ln 𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 + 0.0122 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0209 ∗ 𝑚

• Male
ln 𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 + 0.0299 ∗ ℎ + 0.0382 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0248 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ ℎ − 0.0253 ∗ 𝑚 − 0.0047 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ ℎ

[0.95] [7.42]***        [-2.83]*** [-5.20]** [-0.53]

If Hispanic=1 
ln 𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 + 0.0134 ∗ 𝑥 − 0.0253 ∗ 𝑚

Takeaway 2: negative wage differential turns insignificant for Hispanic workers, but 
• “premium” for those employed in industries that experience an increase in export-intensity is 

significantly smaller for Hispanic workers 
• Impact stays roughly the same if import-intensity increases 



Trade impact on wages of minorities: POC

• Female: 
• No statistically significant impact for Black, Asian, or other POCs

• Male: 
• No differentiated impact on wages due to export-intensity for Black, Asian, or 

other POCs
• Increase in import-intensiveness weakly reduces wage differential for black 

men
Takeaway 3: No evidence that trade intensiveness impact wages differentials by race



Robustness Issues

• Sample selection Bias
• Ordinary Least Squared (OLS) estimates are potentially affected by sample 

selection bias because wages of those who are not working are not observed. 
• Heckman two-stage procedure translates sample selection into a problem of 

an omitted variable.



Heckman 
two-stage 
Regressions

Dependent Variable: LN Real Hourly Wages, Tradable industries, Females, 2016-2021 
Female Male

(1) (2) (3) (4)
High school diploma 0.511** 0.505** 0.320*** 0.322***

[1.98] [2.01] [19.34] [19.49]
Some College, but no degree 0.653** 0.648** 0.467*** 0.470***

[2.53] [2.57] [25.42] [25.54]
Associate's degree 0.679** 0.673** 0.520*** 0.524***

[2.24] [2.28] [24.60] [24.77]
Bachelor's degree 1.187*** 1.181*** 0.856*** 0.861***

[3.61] [3.67] [39.31] [39.57]
Graduate degree 1.593*** 1.586*** 1.173*** 1.176***

[4.20] [4.28] [47.93] [48.04]
Potential Experience 0.0358** 0.0356** 0.0315*** 0.0317***

[2.30] [2.33] [18.54] [18.64]
Potential Experience squared -0.000478* -0.000475* -0.000472*** -0.000476***

[-1.86] [-1.89] [-14.90] [-14.99]
Married -0.0272 -0.0238 0.174*** 0.175***

[-0.27] [-0.24] [14.60] [14.72]
Metro area -0.0572 -0.0557 -0.0738*** -0.0735***

[-0.92] [-0.92] [-10.56] [-10.52]
Hispanic 0.154 -0.0392 0.0368 -0.102***

[0.52] [-0.34] [1.11] [-10.41]
Exports Intensity 0.0594 0.0457 0.0400*** 0.0321***

[1.38] [1.19] [8.72] [7.59]
Hispanic * Exports Intensity -0.0461 -0.0266***

[-0.60] [-2.98]
Imports Intensity -0.0217 -0.0220 -0.0268*** -0.0311***

[-0.52] [-0.58] [-6.14] [-7.42]
Hispanic * Imports Intensity 0.00296 -0.00399

[0.04] [-0.43]
Black -0.0340 -0.0817 -0.168*** -0.345***

[-0.29] [-0.21] [-11.81] [-7.46]
Asian 0.126 -0.0870 0.0138 -0.229***

[0.84] [-0.18] [0.88] [-3.39]
Other POC -0.111 0.0354 -0.0761*** -0.0917

[-0.56] [0.05] [-3.73] [-1.28]
Black*Exports Intensity -0.00861 -0.00865

[-0.07] [-0.55]
Asian*Exports Intensity 0.0347 0.0149

[0.26] [0.68]
Other PCO *Exports Intensity -0.0537 0.0209

[-0.26] [0.94]
Black*Imports Intensity 0.0172 0.0438***

[0.15] [3.07]
Asian*Imports Intensity 0.00941 0.0335*

[0.07] [1.65]
Other POC*Imports Intensity 0.0191 -0.0165

[0.10] [-0.78]
Constant 1.278* 1.357* 2.190*** 2.239***

[1.79] [1.95] [45.18] [46.13]
Mill’s lambda 3.767 3.676 0.397* 0.431**

[1.23] [1.23] [1.89] [2.05]
Observations 13164 13164 32417 32417

Source: Author’s compilation using data from the CPS

Heckman twostep 
method produces 
similar estimates 
with no 
meaningful 
changes in results



Conclusions 

Trade Intensity impacts 
wage

• Export intensiveness is 
positively related to 
wages 
• Benefit is larger to 

women
• Imports intensiveness is 

negatively related to 
wages

No evidence that wage 
differentials by race are 

impacted by trade 
intensiveness 

• Usual factors impacting 
wage by race include 
human capital and other 
drivers including taste for 
discrimination

Evidence that wages for 
Hispanic workers are 

impacted by trade 
intensiveness 

• “premium” for those 
employed in industries 
that experience an 
increase in export-
intensity is significantly 
smaller for Hispanic 
workers 

• Impact stays roughly the 
same if import-intensity 
increases 



Future work

• Time
• Preliminary results are static.
• A pseudo-panel allows controlling for time varying effects.

• Refine the specification of the model 
• Quartile regression

• Examine effect of trade intensiveness on labor force 
participation rates of minorities 
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NAFTA as Background for USMCA

• NATFA has had, at most, a small aggregate effect on wages, employment, and GDP 
growth in the US. 

• 0.1-0.5% increase in GDP (USITC, 2003)

• No increase in aggregate employment (USITC, 2016)

• “essentially no effect on real wages” (USITC, 2016)

• Aggregate results mask significant negative effects on employment and wages for some 
industries, regions, and demographic groups 

• 1990 – 2000, 6.6% slower wage growth for blue collar workers (without HS) but no 
effect college graduates (Hakobyan and McLaren, 2016)

• Slower wage growth for women vs men and married women vs single women 
(Hakobyan and McLaren, 2018)

• Larger declines in manufacturing employment for women vs men (Benguria, 2020)

• Labor adjustment is heterogenous across industries, regions, and demographic groups



US-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA): HW-LVC Rule

• Conditions preferential tariff treatment for autos on an average wage benchmark

• 40-45% of a vehicle’s value must be produced at a facility where the hourly base rate is 
$16 dollars per hour, or its national equivalent (Department of Labor (2020)).

• Creates three options: (1) raise wages to satisfy HW-LVC rule, (2) pay tariff, or (3) on-
shore production to country of retail

• HW-LVC rule text was finalized and announced on Sept 30, 2018

Table 1. Labor Value Content Staging Regime

Passenger Vehicles -

LVC Requirement

Light or Heavy Trucks -

LVC Requirement

July 1, 2020 30%

July 1, 2021 33%

July 1, 2022 36%

July 1, 2023 40% 45%



Jan 29, 2020

USMCA sign into law

July, 2020

Phase 1

Analysis

• HW-LVC rule is designed to ameliorate shocks of trade liberalization to segments of the 
labor force most impacted by foreign competition

• Does the rule have the desired effect after promulgation but before enforcement?

• We estimate the effect of the rule from Sept 30, 2018 – July 1, 2020.

July, 2021

Phase 2

July, 2022

Phase 3

July, 2023

Phase 4
Sept, 2018

Announced

Intention to treat period



Analysis

• Estimate intention to treat effect of the HW-LVC rule on auto production workers by type 
of worker, gender, and ethnicity.

• Over period of observation, auto production wages grew 6.6%, overall, but female wages 
grew more slowly.

• No statistically significant effect on wages by ethnicity (e.g. black versus non-black)

• No statistically significant effect on hours worked

Table 2. Intention To Treat Effect of HW-LVC on Wages

Female vs Male Workers 4.9%

Female Production vs Male Production Workers -21.6%***

Female Production Workers vs All Other -35.5%***



Future Research

• Exploit the newly added 1-year CPS panel to study labor force transitions over the HW-
LVC announcement period for female production workers 

• Investigate why we observe an effect by gender by not by ethnicity

• Extend our work to consider wage effects once the HW-LVCs entered into force 
(treatment effect not just intention to treat)

• Investigate potential causal mechanisms

• gender and caregiver status (limited labor mobility)

• gender and race/ethnicity (wealth disparities affecting mobility) 
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Three Stylized Facts

1. Men are over-represented in goods sector.

Average male labor intensity in goods sector (1990-2014): 76%.

Average male labor intensity in services: 46%.
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Three Stylized Facts
1. Men are over-represented in goods sector.

2. Women are more likely to switch to services from manufacturing.

Share of women switching to high-wage services is higher.
Share of men switching to low-wage services is rising faster.
Female labor force participation rates are rising over time.
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Three Stylized Facts

1. Men are over-represented in goods sector.

2. Women are more likely to switch to services from manufacturing.

3. Import exposure and gender wage gaps vary geographically.

$2,630 rise in imports from China per worker → 1.2 pct.pt. increase
in relative female wages.

Trade has no significant effect on within-sector wage gaps.

Narrowing between-sectors wage gap (wF
s /w

M
p ) → rising average

relative female wages.

Reduced-form Evidence
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Model of Intersectoral Labor Mobility

Rational expectations dynamic model with costly intersectoral labor
mobility (Artuç, Chaudhuri, and McLaren, 2010).

Workers choose a sector based on its pecuniary and non-pecuniary
payoffs (idiosyncratic preference shocks).

Model delivers an equilibrium relationship between worker flows and
mobility costs (gravity equation).

Methodological contributions:
▶ Construct intersectoral task distance measure.
▶ Derive a full matrix of intersectoral switching costs.
▶ Estimate costs of switching in and out of non-employment.

Model setup
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Mobility Costs: Estimating Equation

f ij ,kt is a number of workers switching sectors in period t.

The ratio of movers to stayers gives the estimating equation:

f ij ,kt

f ii ,kt

= exp

[
1

ν

(
βEt(V

j ,k
t+1 − V i ,k

t+1)− C ij ,k
)]

.

Specify mobility costs:

C ij ,k = δkd ij ,k + τ j ,k + ϕj ,k ,

d ij ,k ∈ [0, 1] task distance between sectors; δk elasticity of flows with
respect to distance; τ j ,k measure of geographic concentration; ϕj ,k

general non-task related cost of accessing a sector.

Use PPML estimator.
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Average Entry Costs
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Counterfactual Analysis

Trade shock: permanent drop in price of manufacturing goods.

Run counterfactual experiments to measure contribution of
▶ heterogeneous mobility costs
▶ sectoral gender intensities
▶ geographic variation in manufacturing intensity

to short- and long-run wage and welfare gains for men and women.

Key takeaways:
▶ Trade shock results in higher wage and welfare gains for women.

▶ Costly mobility impedes wage equalization between sectors.

▶ Heterogeneity in mobility costs accounts for about 7% of long-run
gender differences in welfare gains.

▶ Differences in gender intensities across industries explain the largest
share of the observed evolution of the gender wage gap.

▶ Gender differences in wage and welfare gains are narrower in
geographies less exposed to import competition.
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Extra Slides
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Import Exposure and Gender Wage Gap in Local Labor
Markets

Empirical Specification

wF
z,t

wM
z,t

= κz + Tt + θr × t + βcz IEUC
z,t + φz,t , (1)

κz commuting zone f.e.; τt time f.e.; θr Census division f.e.; φz,t error
term.

Import exposure from China in the U.S. commuting zones:

IEUC
z,t =

∑
j

Lz,j ,base
Lj ,base

MUC
j ,t

Lz,base
, (2)

Instrument IEUC
z,t by the import exposure from China to other

high-income countries, IEOC
z,t .
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Import Exposure and Gender Wage Gap in Local Labor
Markets

Stage 2 Dep. Variable: Female-male wage ratio
Pulled average

wF
z,t/w

M
z,t

Within goods
sector

w
F,g
z,t /w

M,g
z,t

Within service
sector

w
F,s
z,t /w

M,s
z,t

Between sectors
w

F,s
z,t /w

M,g
z,t

(Imports from China to U.S.)/worker 0.46* -0.28 0.19 0.63*
(0.26) (0.52) (0.22) (0.38)

Comm. Zone F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Census division F.E. × Time Trend Yes Yes Yes Yes

Stage 1 Dep. Variable: (Imports from China to U.S.)/worker

(Imports from China to Other H.I.C.)/worker 0.27***
(0.08)

F-Statistic 10.67
N 722 722 722 722

Notes: First-stage F-statistic is for the Kleibergen-Paap weak instrument test.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Back to facts
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Model of Intersectoral Labor Mobility

N market sectors and a residual sector employ capital, female and
male labor, k ∈ {F ,M}.

Value of worker l in sector i :

v i ,kt = w i ,k
t + ηi ,kt +max

j
{ϵj ,kl ,t − C ij ,k + βEt [V

j ,k
t+1]}.

v i ,kt is ex post utility; V i ,k
t = Eϵv

i ,k
t is ex ante lifetime utility.

C ij ,k ∈ R is a cost of switching from sector i to j .

ϵi ,kl ,t follows Gumbel distribution with mean zero and variance
parameter ν.

Back
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First Stage: Mobility Costs

Define αi ,k ≡ β
ν Et(V

i ,k
t+1) and γj ,k ≡ αj ,k − 1

νϕ
j ,k .

Derive a Gravity Equation of worker flows:

f ij ,k

f ii ,k
= exp

 γj ,k︸︷︷︸
Destination f.e.

− αi ,k︸︷︷︸
Origin f.e.

−1

ν
δkd ij ,k − 1

ν
τ j ,k

+ ξij ,k . (3)

Intersectoral mobility costs:

C ij ,k = δkd ij ,k + τ j ,k + ϕj ,k .
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Second Stage: Dispersion Parameter

Estimating equation for dispersoin ν:

Ξi ,k
t = υt +

β

ν
ηi ,kt +

β

ν
w i ,k
t + ιi ,kt , (4)

Dependent variable:

Ξi ,k
t = αi ,k

t − βαi ,k
t+1 + β logmii ,k

t . (5)

w i ,k
t is an average wage and ιi ,kt is an error term.
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Task Distance

Data on occupational tasks from O*NET.

Sectoral task distance is a function of angular separation of task score
vectors z i ,k = (z i ,k1 , . . . , z i ,kS ):

d ij ,k = 1− AngSepij ,k ,

where

AngSepij ,k =

∑S
s=1(z

i ,k
s × z j ,ks )∑S

s=1(z
i ,k
s )2 ×

∑S
s=1(z

j ,k
s )2

,

and d ij ,k ∈ [0, 1].

Sectoral task vector is a weighted average of scores on task intensity
and level:

z i ,ks =
O∑

o=1

ωi ,k
o zos ,

where ωi ,k
o are occupation shares in sector i .
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Geographic Concentration of Sectors

Measure based on Glaeser (1997):

Gi =
R∑

r=1

(spi ,r − sdr )
2, (6)

spi ,r is a share of industry i ’s production in state r (state’s share of
industry’s employment)

sdr is a share of industry’s demand in state r (state’s share of
aggregate employment)

Concentrated industries: Agriculture & Mining, Food & Tobacco,
Textiles, Chemicals, Metals, Machinery & Transportation Equipment
manufacturing.
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Content

Does trade affect the gender wage gap?

Insights from:

International Trade, the Gender Wage Gap, Female
Labor Force Participation and Growth
Sauré and Zoabi 2014, Journal of Development Economics
Labor Market Responses to a CHF Exchange Rate
Appreciation
Arni, Egger, Erhardt, Gubler and Sauré 2022 (ongoing project
with firm and worker-history data)
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Roadmap

english

1 Theory and Mechanism

2 Empirical Analysis
Design
Results and Take-Aways

3 Additional Material
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Sketch of Theory

Background (Heckscher-Ohlin Theory):

Labor supply of men (brawn) and women (brains) are not
identical. (Galor, Muntford 1996, Acemoglu, Autor, Lyle
2004)
Demand for brawn and brains differs by sector.
(Factor intensities, the basis of Heckscher-Ohlin theory.)
A country with relatively high female labor force participation
(FLFP) exports goods of sectors with intensive use of
brains. (Heckscher-Ohlin Theorem.)
Trade integration affects factor prices – narrows (widens) the
gender wage gap in countries with relatively high (low) FLFP.
(Stolper Samuelson Theorem)
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Sketch of Theory

Prediction flips in a H-O setting with
Complementarities between brains and capital.
(Goldin 1990, Black Spitz-Oener 2010)
Home-production of households. (Galor, Muntford 1996)

→ Men are more ‘attached to labor force’ (have higher wages,
supplying brawn and brains).

→ Women have higher labor supply elasticity.
In capital-rich countries (high FLFP), trade integration makes

men switch sectors (attachment to labor force).
the gender wage gap rise (sectoral capital-labor ratio drops).
women leave labor force (high labor supply elasticity).
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Empirical Assessment

Event: NAFTA – trade integration between

United States (FLFP 57.5%, 34.7k USD capital/worker).
Mexico (FLFP 21.6%, 12.9 USD capital/worker).

(Numbers refer to year 1990.)
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Empirical Assessment

Event: NAFTA episode

Unit of observation: 51 U.S. states.

Variables of interest (changes between 1990/91 and 2006/07)
trade share (import value per local output)
female employment (head-count, hours worked)
gender wage gap (relative hourly wage)

∆Labi = β∆Tradei + controlsi + εi

Identification strategy to establish causality: instrument
change in trade exposure with geographical distance.

∆Tradei = γDistancei + controlsi + ui
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Instrument

First stage: ∆Tradei = γDistancei + controlsi + ui

Second stage: ∆Labi = β∆Tradei + controlsi + εi
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Empirical Results: Change in Employment Rate

1% increase in trade shares reduces female employment by -1.5 p.p.
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Overview Results

An increase in U.S. trade with MEX by one p.p. of GDP induces...

a significant decrease in the female employment rate
(−1.5 p.p.).
significant changes in weekly hours worked, which are

positive for men (+0.394h, average in 1990/91 is 32.92h).
negative for women (−0.654h, average in 1990/91 is 22.77h).

where changes in women’s share in weekly hours worked are
...stronger for less educated women (−3.578).
...weaker for highly educated women (−0.528).
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Overview Results

An increase in U.S. trade with MEX by one p.p. of GDP induces...

an insignificant change of the gender wage gap, wF/wM .
a widening of gender wage gap,...

strong and significant in high wage group
(−4.7% for 90th percentile, −3.6% for 85th percentile).
weak and insignificant in lower wage groups
(−1.3 for 80th percentile, −0.015 for 70th percentile).
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Main Messages

Conclusion (I/II)

Women in rich countries lose relative to men due to trade
integration.
Women in less educated / low income groups tend to lose in
term of employment (quantity effect).
Women in highly educated / high income groups tend to lose
in term of wages (price effect).
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Main Messages

Conclusion (II/II)

Sauré Zoabi 2014:
Theory based on factor proportions (North-South trade).
Findings based on state-level averages.

Arni et al. 2022 use matched worker-history and firm-trade
data and Swiss exchange rate shock and suggest:

roughly equal employment losses across gender
stronger wage and migration response in high-skilled segment
especially strong wage losses of high-skilled women
Can analyze, age groups, pre-shock churner, language groups,
commuting patterns...
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Swiss exchange rate shock and labor markets

On January 15 2015 CHF experienced a sharp appreciation.

1
1.

1
1.

2
1.

3

15 Jan 2011 15 Jan 2012 15 Jan 2013 15 Jan 2014 15 Jan 2015
Date

Spot EURCHF exchange rate Real exchange rate (CPI based, Dec 2015 = 1.2)

Forward rates on January 14

EURCHF exchange rate

Note: Source: Bonadio et al. 2019.

Swiss labor markets response comparable to Sauré Zoabi 2014.
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Arni, Egger, Erhardt, Gubler, Sauré 2022

Effect of exchange rate appreciation on labor market outcomes
through firms’ net exports exposure. (Preliminary results,
diff-in-diff, base category = unexposed.)

Sample: All (baseline) women highly educ. highly educ. women
wage ↓ (weaker) stronger stronger
P(unempl) ↑ - stronger -
P(change firm) ↑ (stronger) stronger weaker
P(change ind.) ↑ - (stronger) weaker

Example of 8th decile of export exposure:

women men highly educ. women high educ. men
wage −0.016 −0.022∗∗ −0.068∗∗ −0.054∗∗

P(unempl) 0.010 0.012∗∗ 0.008 0.025∗

P(change firm) 0.19∗∗∗ 0.033∗∗∗ 0.039 0.058∗∗∗

P(change ind.) 0.023∗∗ 0.027∗∗ 0.030 0.053∗∗∗
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Further Literature

Stronger responses for women:

Mansour, Medina, Velasquez (2022). Import competition and
gender differences in labor reallocation. Labour Economics,
102149.
Majlesi, Narciso (2018). International import competition and
the decision to migrate: Evidence from Mexico. Journal of
Development Economics.
Ashournia (2018). Labour market effects of international
trade when mobility is costly. The Economic Journal,
128(616), 3008-3038.
Juhn, Ujhelyi, Villegas-Sanchez (2014). Men, women, and
machines: How trade impacts gender inequality. Journal of
Development Economics, 106, 179-193.
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Theory and Mechanism Empirical Analysis Additional Material

Further Literature

Weaker responses for women:
Brussevich (2018). Does trade liberalization narrow the
gender wage gap? The role of sectoral mobility. European
Economic Review.
Keller, Utar (2016). International trade and job polarization:
Evidence at the worker-level (No. w22315). National Bureau
of Economic Research.
Ghosh, Larch, Murtazashvili, Yotov (2022). Negative Trade
Shocks and Gender Inequality: Evidence from the USA.
Economica.

No difference:
Dauth, Findeisen, Suedekum (2014). The rise of the East and
the Far East: German labor markets and trade integration.
Journal of the European Economic Association.
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NAFTA and the 
Gender Wage Gap

Shushanik Hakobyan and John McLaren



Related work.

NAFTA:

Hakobyan and McLaren (2016).

Caliendo and Parro (2015).

Romalis (2007).



Related work.

Geographic variation in effects of trade shocks:

Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2013).

Kovak (2013).

Edmonds and Pavcnik (2005).

Topalova (2007).



Related work.

Trade shocks and gender:

Black and Brainerd (2004).

Brussevich (2016).

Sauré and Zoabi (2014).



Related work.

Trade shocks and marriage:

Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2017).

Keller and Utar (2018).



Background: Measuring effects of 
NAFTA.

Entered into force January 1994.

Tariff reductions phased in over 10 years; 
varied by industry.

Decennial Census 1990, 2000 from IPUMS.











Local-labor-market effect:
Initial tariff.
Impact effect — change in tariff.



Local-labor-market effect:
Initial tariff.
Impact effect — change in tariff.



Local-labor-market effect:

Net effect for location that loses its protection:
 (δ2k - δ4k)∆τc(i).



Industry effect:

Net effect for industry that loses its protection:
 (θ2k - θ4k)∆τj(i).
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Four possible 
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(1) Heterogeneous occupations.

(2) Household bargaining.

(3) Selective non-participation.
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(2) Household 
bargaining.

“We’re not moving to Denver, and that’s final.”

Asymmetric bargaining power within the 
household impedes the mobility of married 
female workers?

Problem: Simple model predicts symmetric 
response for both spouses.

Bigger problem: Women workers seem to be 
more responsive to shocks.
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(3) Selective non-
participation.

Paradox:

Our first hunch: “Married women can’t adjust as 
easily as other workers.”

But it looks as if they adjust more.

But wouldn’t the least productive be the first to 
leave?

Hmmmmm.



(3) Selective non-
participation.

Suppose non-participation is an option for 
married women workers but not married men.

U(c): Concave.

Married couple: Both work: U(ww + wh).

Only husband works: U(wh) + F.

Wife leaves labor market iff:

 U(wh) + F > U(ww + wh).
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(3) Selective non-
participation.

Many industries: i.

Productivity of worker z: az,i.

Wage = pi az,i.

Period 1: Some fraction get married; marriage 
market; get wage.

Period 2: Surprise liberalization: p1 falls.
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Wife’s wage, ww.

H
us
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nd

’s
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e,

 w
h .

Work.

Not in labor force.

a b c

Case 2: Only the wife works in industry 1.



Wife’s wage, ww.

H
us

ba
nd

’s
 w

ag
e,

 w
h .

Work.

Not in labor force.

a b c
These married 

women leave the 
labor force.



(3) Selective non-
participation.



(3) Selective non-
participation.

Both spouses in same industry: No effect on 
labor-force participation.



(3) Selective non-
participation.

Both spouses in same industry: No effect on 
labor-force participation.

Only wife in import-competing industry: The 
most productive ones leave the labor force.











But there’s a problem.







Can you think of any other theory
to explain that?



Heckman model.
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Motivation

• Increased import competition by trade liberalization is known to lower gender gaps in
labor market (wage, labor force participation)

· Incentives to introduce new technology ⇑ → Dependence on physical ability ⇓
(Juhn et al, 2013, 2014)

· Sectoral reallocation of production (Brussevich, 2018; Black and Brainerd, 2004)

• How has U.S. trade liberalization with China affected gender gaps?

• What mechanisms/changes can we identify?



Increased import competition from China after 2001

Source: Autor, Dorn, Hanson (2013)



Definition of trade liberalization

• Two influential methodologies to measure the increased import competition from China:

· Autor, Dorn, Hanson (AER, 2013) use import penetration from China instrumented
with Chinese import share in other high income countries

· Pierce & Schott (AER 2016, AER Insights 2019) use the exogenous shock of the
conferral of Permanent Normal Trade Relation (PNTR) to China after China joined
WTO

• Trade liberalization in this paper: a passage of the bill granting PNTR to China in Oct.
2000 (effective Jan. 2001)



Context for trade liberalization

• The US has two tariff systems

· Normal Trade Relation (NTR) tariffs : MFN tariffs for WTO members, generally low

· Non-NTR tariffs : for non-market economies (e.g. North Korea), generally high, set
by Smoot-Hawley in 1930

• Since 1980, US imports from China had been subject to NTR rates

· Access to NTR rates required annual renewal by US Congress

· Without renewal, tariffs would rise to Smoot-Hawley levels

• Conferral of PNTR to China didn’t change actual tariffs but eliminated the uncertainty
over tariff increases



Data

• Trade policy variables from Pierce & Schott (2016) :

· NTR Gap

· NTR Rates - MFN tariff rates

• Labor market outcomes for Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs):

· MSA attributes from Current Population Survey (CPS)

· Level of employment from County Business Pattern (CBP)

• CPS is an individual-level survey (unbalanced) ⇒ Aggregated at MSA level

• Our sample includes 270 MSAs from 1990 to 2013



Measurement of trade liberalization

• ‘PNTR’ exposure = Trade uncertainty = Possible tariff hike:

· For industry j,

NTRGapj = NonNTRTariffj −NTRTariffj

· For MSA m,

NTRGapm =
∑

j

Lj,m

Lm
×NTRGapj

where Lj,m refers to MSA-level employment in industry j in 1990.



PNTR Exposure: NTRGapm Distribution

(a) Mean 0.094, Median 0.083, S.D. 0.055
County-level NTR Gap

(b) Mean 0.079, Median 0.076, S.D. 0.023
MSA-level NTR Gap

We use MSA-level NTRGap since MSA is constructed around a local labor market



Empirical Strategy following Pierce and Schott (2019)

• DID Specification :

ym,t = θ × PostPNTRt ×NTRGapm + βXmt

+γ × PostPNTRt × Zm + δm + δt + εm,t,

where PostPNTRt = 1 if t > 2000, Xmt - trade policy variables, Zm - MSA attributes
X ′

m - time invariant attributes of MSA m, X ′
m,t - time varying attributes, δm - MSA fixed

effect, δt - year fixed effect.

• FDiff: imposition of PNTR (after 2000), SDiff: NTRGapm variation over MSAs.



Results



Wages



Effects on Wage Gap and Wages

wF
mt/w

M
mt log(wF

mt) log(wM
mt)

Post * NTR Gap 0.678** 0.597* -0.206
(0.338) (0.343) (0.413)

NTR rate 1.632* 1.166 -0.567
(0.854) (0.749) (0.780)

MFA rate 1,567 -628.0 -2,391
(3,202) (3,180) (4,623)

Post * Chinese tariff -0.0371 0.834 0.942
(0.605) (0.720) (0.841)

Post * No College -0.000324 -0.167*** -0.169***
(0.0638) (0.0595) (0.0612)

Post * Veteran 0.235* 0.235* -0.00420
(0.141) (0.120) (0.107)

Post * Median HHI 0.0291 0.0639*** 0.0318
(0.0221) (0.0209) (0.0252)

Observations 5,356 5,356 5,357
R2 0.129 0.781 0.741



Sectoral Changes

Manufacturing Services Other
Post * NTR Gap -1.670** 0.891** -0.847

(0.836) (0.444) (1.020)

Observations 4,613 5,353 4,865
R2 0.108 0.106 0.094



Residual Wages

• There may have been selection effects

· simple wage gap may mask the effect of having different occupations, education, job
tenure, etc. on the wage gap

• Examine the residual wage gap

• Residual wage - residual from a regression of individual worker’s wage on his or
her observed characteristics

· age, sex, marital status, veteran status, occupation, education, industry, MSA

• Use obtained residuals to estimate a variant of our specification at the individual
level



Residual Wages

Post * NTR Gap * Male 0.185***
-0.0637

Observations 1,151,394
R2 0



Residual Wages

• While relative female wage has increased, the residual female wage has decreased

• Possible channels

· relative female wage increased because more educated women entered the labor force

· or, less educated men left the labor force

• Residual wage results indicate the quality of male labor force increased in the
wake of China Shock

• The China Shock may have had a more negative effect on the male labor market
by increasing import competition in sectors with higher male participation

• Women may have entered the labor force to compensate for the reduction in
family income due to men leaving the labor force

• Biased, with more educated women more likely to enter

• What was the effect on labor force participation?



Labor Force Participation



Effects on Labor Force Participation

lFmt/l
M
mt lFmt lMmt

Post * NTR Gap 0.671*** 0.395** -0.206**
(0.200) (0.166) (0.0973)

Observations 5,400 5,401 5,400
R2 0.310 0.433 0.273



Effects on Labor Force Participation by Education Level

lFmt/l
M
mt lFmt lMmt

Less More Less More Less More
educated educated educated educated educated educated

Post * NTR Gap 0.497 0.701** 0.162 0.388** -0.346* -0.204
(0.379) (0.279) (0.233) (0.193) (0.182) (0.130)

Observations 5,394 5,398 5,397 5,401 5,396 5,399
R2 0.174 0.143 0.326 0.213 0.215 0.180



Intrahousehold Work Dynamics



Who in the Household Works?

Working spouses Share of female income
Both Husband only Wife only in household income

Post * NTR Gap 0.0455 -0.171* 0.148*** 0.228*
(0.205) (0.102) (0.0503) (0.138)

Observations 5,401 5,401 5,401 5,398***
R2 0.351 0.316 0.223 0.239



Labor Force Participation by Marital Status

Single Married and
households cohabiting households

lFmt lMmt lFmt lMmt

Post * NTR Gap 0.207 -0.335* 0.458** -0.152
(0.237) (0.183) (0.222) (0.107)

Observations 5,395 5,386 5,401 5,400
R2 0.234 0.179 0.359 0.215



Changes in Hours Worked



Effects on Hours Worked

Total hours worked Weeks in part-time work
Female Male Female Male

Post * NTR Gap -0.188 -0.409*** 2.597* 2.440
(0.172) (0.148) (1.333) (1.747)

Observations 5,358 5,357 5,348 5,249
R2 0.299 0.296 0.275 0.175



Reasons for Part-Time Work

Cannot find a full-time job Wanted a part-time job
Female Male Female Male

Post * NTR Gap 0.573** 0.537* -0.663 0.270
(0.251) (0.310) (0.464) (0.389)

Observations 5,348 5,249 5,348 5,249
R2 0.177 0.125 0.235 0.147



Conclusion

• Examined the effect of China being granted PNTR on labor market outcomes

• Gender wage gap decreases

· seems to be due to somewhat higher female wages

• Labor force participation rate gender gap decreases

· that of women increases and men decreases

· more educated women enter the labor force, while less educated men depart

· married women enter the labor force to offset lost male income

· both work fewer total hours

· but spend more time in part-time work because they can’t find full-time jobs



Thank you!
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Why tariffs are so powerful

Caution: this is an early draft. . .
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Why tariffs are so powerful

It’s useful to think of tariffs as fundamentally redistributive
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Why tariffs are so powerful

We can deliver large, narrow gains

with small, widely distributed costs
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Why tariffs are so powerful
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Why tariffs are so powerful

Increase tariffs on pickup trucks. . .
+ large competitive advantage for domestic producers

+ bigger revenues for owners
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Why tariffs are so powerful

Increase tariffs on pickup trucks. . .
+ large competitive advantage for domestic producers

+ bigger revenues for owners
+ job security for workers
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Why tariffs are so powerful

Increase tariffs on pickup trucks. . .
+ large competitive advantage for domestic producers

+ bigger revenues for owners
+ job security for workers

– trucks get more expensive for consumers
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Why tariffs are so powerful

Decrease tariffs on pickup trucks. . .
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Why tariffs are so powerful

Decrease tariffs on pickup trucks. . .
– eliminates advantage for domestic producers
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Why tariffs are so powerful

Decrease tariffs on pickup trucks. . .
– eliminates advantage for domestic producers

– smaller revenues for owners
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Why tariffs are so powerful

Decrease tariffs on pickup trucks. . .
– eliminates advantage for domestic producers

– smaller revenues for owners– less security for workers
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Why tariffs are so powerful

Decrease tariffs on pickup trucks. . .
– eliminates advantage for domestic producers

– smaller revenues for owners– less security for workers

+ trucks get less expensive for consumers
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Why tariffs are so powerful

We usually think of macro choice as producers v. consumers
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Why tariffs are so powerful

But not all producers or consumers are the same
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Why tariffs are so powerful

Today we’ll focus on gender differences. . .
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Women as workers

Women and men work in different sectors
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Women as workers

%women
Occupation workers

Machinists 4.8
Butchers 23.8
Jewelers 38.8
Packaging and filling 54.3
Sewing machine operators 72.8
Travel agents 77.8
Medical records specialists 91.4
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Women as workers

Sectors differ in exposure to international competition. . .
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Women as workers

Sectors differ in exposure to international competition. . .
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could be policy protected
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Women as workers

Sectors differ in exposure to international competition. . .

could be policy protected (pickup trucks example)
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Women as workers

Sectors differ in exposure to international competition. . .

and rely on different types of workers
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Women as workers

%women
Sector Occupation workers Tariff

Pickup trucks Machinists 4.8% 25%

Linen blazers Sewing machine operators 72.8% 3%
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Women as workers

Occupational gender clustering

↓

gendered trade vulnerability
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Women as workers

Women’s jobs face different trade-based wage
pressures than men’s jobs
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Women as workers

Women’s jobs face different trade-based wage
pressures than men’s jobs

Governments choose these differences
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Argument

Within country and sector, domestic trade policy protects men’s
jobs more than women’s jobs, but increasing women’s
representation should reduce this gendered protectionism
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Testing protectionism relationship

Hypothesis:

Within country and sector, increasing women’s representation
should reduce gendered protectionism
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Testing protectionism relationship

Measuring gendered protectionism. . .
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Testing protectionism relationship

Data on applied tariffs
(World Integrated Trade Solution)

Match tariffs to industries
(International Standard Industrial Classification)

Industry average tariff
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Testing protectionism relationship

DV:

Applied industry-tariff, measured at industry-country-year
347 industries
60 countries
17 years
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Testing protectionism relationship

Why not just the United States?

Insufficient variation!
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Testing protectionism relationship

Data on gender employment
(International Labor Organisation)

Data on gender legislative seat shares
(Quota Adoption and Reform Over Time)
Hughes, Paxton, Clayton, and Zetterberg
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Testing protectionism relationship

IVs:

Women’s share of workers: industry-country-year
×

Women’s share of legislature: country-year
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Testing protectionism relationship

Estimation:
DV:
applied industry tariff

IVs:
women’s share of workforce

×
women’s share of legislature

Adjust:
country (FE)
industry (FE)
other control variables. . .
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Testing protectionism relationship

Estimates identified by:

within-state variation in cross-industry gender shares,
and,

cross-state variation in within-industry gender shares.
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Testing protectionism relationship

Let’s see it!
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Testing protectionism relationship

Table: Effect of women’s employment share and
legislative seat share on industry’s average applied
tariff. United States only

Women’s employment share .527 -.260
(.410) (.410)

Number Obs. 4,578 4,578
R2 .549 .555

Industry FE ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓
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Testing protectionism relationship

Table: Effect of women’s employment share and
legislative seat share on industry’s average applied tariff

Women’s employment share -1.45*** -1.45***
(.234) (.234)

x Women’s seat share .37*** .37***
(.065) (.065)

Seat share women -.031 .004
(.019) (.019)

Number Obs. 44,422 44,422
R2 .501 .502

Country FE ✓ ✓
Industry FE ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓
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Testing protectionism relationship

Table: Effect of women’s employment share and
legislative seat share on industry’s average applied tariff

Women’s employment share -1.45*** -1.45***
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x Women’s seat share .37*** .37***
(.065) (.065)

Seat share women -.031 .004
(.019) (.019)

Number Obs. 44,422 44,422
R2 .501 .502

Country FE ✓ ✓
Industry FE ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓
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Testing protectionism relationship

Table: Effect of women’s employment share and
legislative seat share on industry’s average applied tariff

Women’s employment share -1.45*** -1.45***
(.234) (.234)

x Women’s seat share .37*** .37***
(.065) (.065)

Seat share women -.031 .004
(.019) (.019)

Number Obs. 44,422 44,422
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Country FE ✓ ✓
Industry FE ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓
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Testing protectionism relationship
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Testing protectionism relationship

When women are underrepresented in the legislature, women
workers are over-exposed to trade risk
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Testing protectionism relationship

How much does gendered protectionism matter?
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

How tariff gap → global wage gap?
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

women’s tariff = ∑ tariff × %women workers

(larger tariff = less trade-based wage pressure)
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

women’s tariff = ∑ tariff × %women workers

men’s tariff = ∑ tariff × %men workers

(larger tariff = less trade-based wage pressure)
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

men’s tariff−women’s tariff
men’s tariff = tariff gap
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

Combine this with data on men’s and women’s earnings

data from: International Labour Organization
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

men’s wages−women’s wages
men’s wages = wage gap
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

Compare tariff gap to wage gap
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

Table: The gender tariff gap and the
gender wage gap: United States
only

(1)

Gender tariff gap .001
(.117)

Potential confounders ⋮
(⋮)

Number Obs. 17
R2 .000
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Gendered protectionism and earnings
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

Table: The gender tariff gap and the gender
wage gap

(1) (2)

Gender tariff gap .24** .26**
(.096) (.099)

Potential confounders ⋮ ⋮
(⋮) (⋮)

Number Obs. 123 123
R2 .206 .268

Year FE ✓
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

In our sample, the tariff gap explains
about 10% of the wage gap
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

Gender biased trade policy contributes
to the global gender wage gap
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

More protection for women?
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

More protection for women?

Gender equal trade policy.
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Gendered protectionism and earnings

Thank you!

Timm Betz timm.betz@hfp.tum.de

David Fortunato dfortunato@ucsd.edu

Diana Z. O’Brien dzobrien@rice.edu
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• The World Bank twin goals of ending poverty and 
sharing prosperity



The World Bank Twin Goals1
Why, what and how?
In line with the World Bank’s twin goals, the top-down approach has been developed. It is based on
the computable general equilibrium (CGE) model ENVISAGE and microsimulation tool the Global
Income Distribution Dynamics (GIDD) designed to assess the impact of trade (and other shocks) on
poverty and the distribution of income.

- The World Bank’s mission focuses our work on low- and middle-income countries.

- We study a variety of outcomes: poverty, income distribution, wages, consumption, formal and
informal employment, if possible, split by gender, occupation, educational attainment and
geographical location.

- For this, The World Bank uses a variety of tools to analyze the distributional impacts of
macroeconomic shocks, including trade. This PPT presents the work done at the Global Trade and
Regional Integration unit using the CGE-GIDD approach.
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A World Bank tool to assess the 
distributional impacts of trade and 
examples of applications



A Tool to Assess the Distributional Impacts of Trade2
Macro-micro framework

5

Bourguignon, F., & Bussolo, M. (2013). Income 
Distribution in Computable General Equilibrium 
Modeling (Vol. 1, pp. 1383–1437). Elsevier. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TRIST and SMART are partial equilibrium tools



A Tool to Assess the Distributional Impacts of Trade2
Applications

6

• The CGE-GIDD framework has been used to analyze a wide range of topics:
• Free trade agreements (FTAs) and own trade liberalization focusing on the reduction of tariffs, NTMs 

and trade facilitation measures e.g. AfCFTA, RCEP, CPTPP
• Estimating the impacts of AfCFTA on trade and FDI 
• Impact of the US-China trade war 
• Climate change mitigation policies

• With the CGE-GIDD, it has been possible to assess that:
• The African Continental Free Trade Area could lift additional 30 million  out of poverty
• Para-tariff liberalization in Sri Lanka while beneficial for the poor, it increases regional inequality
• In climate change, that more ambitious targets for reducing emissions hurt top-earners in the income 

distribution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TRIST and SMART are partial equilibrium tools



2
African Continental Free Trade Area | Economic and Distributional Effects

AfCFTA will lift an additional 30 million people out of 
extreme poverty relative to baseline

Extreme poverty decline (in million):
 West Africa: 12.2m
 Central Africa: 9.1m
 Eastern Africa: 4.8m
 Southern Africa: 3.9m
 North Africa: 0.003m

The AfCFTA will decrease the 
headcount ratio of extreme poverty to 
9.3% (baseline is 10.9%).

Countries with high initial poverty rates will 
experience the greatest decline (p.p.): 
Guinea-Bissau (10.2%), Togo (7.2%), Mali 
(7.6), Sierra Leone (7.2%), Liberia (5.7%), 
Niger (5.4%), Central Africa Republic (5.1%).

Extreme poverty (at PPP$1.90/day)

Source: World Bank estimates
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AfCFTA can lift an additional 30 million from extreme poverty. By 2035 the full implementation of AfCFTA can lift from extreme poverty 30 million people or 1.5 percent of the continent’s population. West Africa would observe a decline of 12 million due to AfCFTA, while Central and East Africa would observe declines of 9.3 and 4.8 million, respectively. At the country level, the largest gains in poverty reduction due to AfCFTA would occur in countries with high initial poverty rates such as Guinea-Bissau (10.2 percentage points), Togo (7.2 percentage points), Mali (7.6 percentage points) Sierra Leone (7.2 percentage points), Liberia (5.7 percentage points), Niger (5.4 percentage points), and the Central African Republic (5.1 percentage points).
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African Continental Free Trade Area | Economic and Distributional Effects

There will be better opportunities for unskilled workers

The proportion of workers in energy 
intensive manufacturing, trade 
services, public, and recreational 
services will increase.

Wages for unskilled workers will be 
10.3 percent higher than the 
baseline, wages for skilled workers 
will be 9.8 percent higher than the 
baseline.

Source: World Bank estimates

AfCFTA’s effect on wages, by skill 
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In general terms, wages for unskilled labor would grow at a faster rate than average in East, North and Central Africa. Effects on relative wages are driven by the changes in the composition of output induced by the policy reforms. 
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2. KEY 
INSIGHT

Sri Lanka Policy Shock
Analysis of reform scenarios based on FTAs with 
China and India, implementation of trade 
facilitation reforms and para-tariff liberalization. 

Analysis
Positive impact on GDP 
Less poverty, but greater wage inequality and 
higher economic activity in urban areas

Recommendation
Addressing labor mobility and providing social 
protection for displaced workers

By leveraging new techniques for data analysis, 
policymakers can develop targeted complementary 
policies before a shock hits

Sri Lanka’s western urban areas see the highest potential 
gains in employment under full trade liberalization

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But it is in our Sri Lanka case study where we illustrate the usefulness of this data set for the policy makers. We do a forward-looking analysis of the potential impacts of trade policy changes on employment at the sub-national level. We find that while overall trade policy reforms could lead to faster economic growth and poverty reduction, the gains in local labor markets tend to be concentrated in urban areas exacerbating the existing spatial inequalities. 
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Improvements in data and tools



World Bank | Data 3
Data and tool development

11

• On the macroeconomic side, the GTAP database is updated with an increasing number of Social Accounting 
Matrices from low- and middle-income countries.

• Better macro, energy, environmental data complement the capacities of the CGE model, particularly with 
the ENVISAGE model

• On the microeconomic side, 
• Global collections of household and labor force survey help to increase consistency between the 

macro and micro models.
• The Gender Disaggregated Labor Database made possible to disaggregate labor and wages by gender 

and skill level in the GTAP database

• Better data also increase the microeconomic modeling capacities
• The microsimulation framework has recently a multi-sectoral reallocation of labor.
• Adding the sub-national data and impacts. 
• Thanks to increasing collaboration with country teams, the microsimulation can be adapted with 

country-specific modules.
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In Ethiopia: the greatest gender pay 
gaps are in the Western regions, mostly 
driven by disparities in non-tradeable 
sectors. on the adjustment process. 

The informal economy serves as a buffer that 
expands after a trade shock and acts as an 
adjustment mechanism for workers.

Country differences in GVCs may also be partly 
responsible for different effects of trade shocks 
(such as import tariff reductions) on labor income 
(employment and wages) across countries.

Gender Dissaggregated Labor Database (GDLD)
Extending the Gender Disaggregated Labor Database to the provincial level for 70 
countries

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We needed to generate a new data set to study the sub-national impacts of trade reforms. We did it by extending the Gender Disaggregated Labor Data set to provide sub-national data on wages and employment by skill and gender for 70 developing countries.   By doing so, we found that for example in Ethiopia the urban gender pay gap seems to be the highest in the West of the country, while tradeable sectors are characterized by relatively lower gender wage gap.   
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Leveraging Trade for More and Better Jobs in Developing Countries

• Adjustment costs of trade policy reforms for workers

Labor transition matrix
• LFS used to obtain estimates of 

labor market structure and 
dynamics, including job-to-job 
and job-to-unemployment 
transitions 

• Focus on formal/informal, 
employment/unemployment 
transitions in select developing 
countries for workers by skill, 
sector, gender (location if 
possible).

Trade and adjustment path

• Assessing trade impacts on jobs in 
short/medium run

• CGE analysis that focuses on the 
adjustment path including the 
labor transition matrix (Lofgren 
and Cicowiez, 2017)

Linking to policy changes

• Incorporating policy measures 
established under pillar III and 
other determinants of job 
impacts e.g. labor mobility

• Running counterfactual scenarios



A Proximity-Based Approach to 
Labor Mobility in CGE Models

Hans Lofgren

Martin Cicowiez

Presentation prepared for the USITC Symposium on the Distributional 
Effects of Trade and Trade Policy on U.S. Workers, April 5, 2022



Outline

1. Why use CGE models to analyze the impact of trade and trade 
policies on workers?

2. The treatment of labor markets in CGE models and its shortcomings

3. The proximity-based approach
1. assumptions and impact on simulation results
2. data challenges

4. Additional observations

• References

• Appendix A: The proximity-approach: The producer optimization 
problem in words

• Appendix B. The proximity-approach: Mathematics of the producer 
decision 



1. Why use CGE models to analyze the impact of trade 
and trade policies on workers?

• International market developments impact workers, households, 
production in different sectors through multiple channels. 

• CGE models offer a coherent framework for understanding these 
impacts and how they can be influenced by policies.

• Example: For an import price increase, simulations may show: 
• increased output/employment in import-competing sectors;

• increased domestic price of the good (the import & domestic substitutes) that 
• reduce output/employment in sectors that use the good as an input;

• reduce the living standards of households that consume the good, etc. 

• how policies may be designed to modify these outcomes (ex.: adjustments in 
taxes and subsidies that boost the expansion of domestic import-substituting 
sectors and/or raise post-tax incomes of worker households ….)



2. The treatment of labor markets in CGE models and its 
shortcomings

• Standard features (constrained by modeling technology and data):
• Labor is split into different categories (e.g., by education, occupation, gender)

• Sectors have a finer disaggregation.

• Within each “segment”, labor has an exogenous level of total employment 
and is fully mobile. (A “segment” may by the national economy or a subset of 
its sectors, e.g., all sectors in a region.)

• This treatment of labor mobility tends to: 
• exaggerate the ease of moving between jobs: workers that lose employment 

in one sector immediately move to other sectors and find employment being 
just as productive as those already employed in the sectors.

• exaggerates the extent to which the effects of policies and shocks on labor 
markets are diffused broadly throughout the economy. (In reality, pains and 
gains are felt more strongly for specific sectors, regions, and labor types.)



3. The proximity-based approach: assumptions and 
impact on simulation results
• The approach is developed and tested in a static CGE model (Lofgren 

and Cicowiez 2017). 

• Firms maximize profits in a setting where the capabilities required by 
workers of a given type in one sector a are not identical to those 
required in any other sector a’ (except as a special case).

• Proximity (0 ≤ 𝜌𝑎,𝑎′ ≤ 1) refers to the degree of similarity between 
sectors in terms of needed capabilities: the efficiency of a worker 
from sector a moving to sector a’ relative to the efficiency of workers 
already in a’. 

• Sectors pay physical workers based on their efficiency: wages are 
identical per efficiency unit but lower wages for a physical unit with 
lower efficiency. 



3. The proximity-based approach: assumptions and 
impact on simulation results (cont.)

• Workers consider wage-earning options in current sector of 
employment and other sectors, choosing the option with the highest 
wage, taking in to account the fact that their efficiencies in different 
sectors influence their wages. If highest wage < worker reservation 
wage, worker is unemployed.

• In terms of simulation results, the proximity-based approach reduces 
the short-run ability of workers to move to other sectors without 
wage losses and without becoming unemployed.

• In dynamic applications, it is necessary to consider learning by doing:
gradually, labor that has moved becomes as efficient as labor in the 
destination sector.



4. The proximity-based approach: data challenges

• As a temporary data solution, Lofgren and Cicowiez (2017) applied 
the overall capability approach of the product space (PS) literature to 
the specific case of labor. (For the PS approach, see Hausmann and 
Klinger 2006.)

• The main challenge to tackle before applying it in US trade policy 
analysis is data related: the estimation of pairwise sectoral proximity 
parameters based on labor survey data.

• In principle, such parameter could be estimated using survey data on 
wage and employment by labor type and sector. 

• Without empirical data, it is possible to use the approach to test the 
sensitivity of policy impacts to the degree of labor mobility, ranging 
from 0 (extreme short run assumption) to 1 (extreme long-run 
assumption).



5. Additional observations

• For labor mobility, another alternative used in the GTAP model is to
create a “sluggish” factor using an adjusted version of the CET 
approach to international trade: the supply is imperfectly 
transformable between sectors (Corong et al. 2017).

• Apart from the treatment of labor mobility, the ability of CGE models 
to provide policy-relevant analysis of labor and income distribution is 
improved if the data is more finely disaggregated in terms of
• labor (e.g., by level of education, occupation/tasks/position, and gender). 

• For the US, see e.g., Carrico et al. (2012); Gailes et al. (2018); Gurevich et al. (2021).

• production sectors and households; regional disaggregations may be 
important
• For the US, see e.g., CoPS (2022); Marten et al. (2021), add Rutherford and Schreiber 

(2019).
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Appendix A: The proximity-approach: The producer 
optimization problem in words

• Objective function: maximize profit (exogenous p*Q – factor cost) 

• Constraints:
• Definition: [factor cost] = [exogenous physical source wages]*[physical 

employment from different sources]

• Output (value-added) function of effective employment

• Definition: [effective employment] = [proximity-scaled physical units]

• Non-negative factor movement from any source



First-order conditions for activity a producer

1. [MVP per efficiency unit of factor f in a] = [efficiency unit wage for f in a]

2. [VA in a] = CES [factor efficiency units in a]

3. [efficiency units of f in a] = ∑[proximity-scaled physical units f from all 
sources a’]

4. [movement of f from any a’ to a] ≥ 0

5. [efficiency unit wage of f from a’ in a] 

≥ [efficiency unit wage of f in a]. 

Alternative rearrangement of 5:

[physical unit wage of f from a’] ≥ 

[physical unit wage of f from a’ in a]

6. If strict inequality for 5, f from a’ not hired by a (4 is zero) –
complementary slackness.



Appendix B. The proximity-approach: Mathematics of the producer 
decision 

The producer optimization problem:
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First-order conditions (after substitutions and 
rearrangements)
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First-order conditions (cont.)
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Globalization and Labor Markets

I Globalization shocks (e.g. Rise of China, Trade Liberalization)
lead to disruptions in the labor market

I Increasing interest in modeling and quantifying the labor
market adjustment process
I Measure and unpack mobility frictions
I Quantify their implications for the adjustment process and for

distributional impacts
I Framework to study smoothing policies
I Literature mostly focused on small open economy models

I Multi-country, multi-sector general equilibrium models tend to
be static, not allow for unemployment, be silent about the role
of trade imbalances on the labor market adjustment proces.
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Our paper

I My collaborators and I have developed a model allowing us to
characterize (in a multi-country GE model):
I Adjustment paths – how economies behave dynamically in

response to changes in the global environment?
I Problems of adjustment – it is hard for workers to move across

sectors, and, as they do, they may face unemployment spells.
I Trade imbalances – which can magnify problems of adjustment

and can have an important impact on the labor market.

I Practical model that can be used to study the impact of trade
policy on the labor market, with a rich set of labor market
effects.
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Approach

We build an estimable, GE, multi-country, multi-sector model
with 3 key ingredients:

i. Consumption-saving decisions in each country commanded by
a representative family ⇒ trade imbalances

I Obstfeld & Rogoff (1995)

ii. Labor market frictions across and within sectors ⇒
unemployment dynamics

I Across sectors: Artuç, Chaudhuri & McLaren (2010)
I Within sectors: Mortensen & Pissarides (1994)

iii. Ricardian comparative advantage + Costly trade
I Eaton & Kortum (2002), Caliendo & Parro (2015)

Model is estimated using data from the World Input Output
Database, ILOSTAT, and micro-data on wages and worker sectoral
transitions across countries.
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Some Findings

I Modelling trade imbalances is crucial to understanding transitional
dynamics.

I Trade surpluses (deficits) do not necessarily lead to lower (higher)
unemployment.

I Shocks to Chinese fundamentals led to a sizable deterioration of the
US trade deficit between 2000 and 2014.
I China accounted for a quarter of the decline of manufacturing

over that period.
I This estimate is halved under a balanced-trade model, which

underestimates reallocation to services.
I No aggregate unemployment effect of the China shock.

I Distinct welfare predictions compared to the “ACR formula.”
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Extension

I Current version of the model does not speak to inequality
effects of trade, but we are extending it to allow for different
types of workers and endogenous capital accumulation –
which can exacerbate inequality effects.
I Extend the above framework to allow for two types of workers

using as backbone the models of Parro (2013) and Krusell et
al (2000).

I Two types of workers + capital-skill complementarity.

I Model can be scaled up on the number of sectors and
industries.

I We are currently advising the USITC’s Office of Economics to
add this model to its toolkit.
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Trade offs
I Our model does not feature realistic geography within countries.

I Geography has been shown to greatly matter for distributional
consequences of trade (e.g., Autor, Dorn and Hanson (2013),
Dix-Carneiro and Kovak (2017, 2019)).

I Our current model features limited worker heterogeneity
I Dix-Carneiro (2014) and Traiberman (2019) are examples of

models with rich worker-level heterogeneity.
I Rely on rich longitudinal worker-level data (Brazil, Denmark).
I But are small open economy models.

I Incredibly hard to bring realistic geography into equilibrium dynamic
models with rich worker heterogeneity. High dimensionality is the
bottleneck.

I These models rely on sometimes strong assumptions and functional
forms, and focus on specific mechanisms—inevitably leaving others
out. Models should be used as a tool to understand mechanisms
and potential magnitudes of impacts but not as an oracle!
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Two papers

The Distributional Effects of Trade: Theory and Evidence from
the United States (working paper, 2021, w/ Xavier Jaravel)

Ex ante analysis of small trade shocks
Distributional effects through both costs-of-living and wages

Quasi-Experimental Shift-Share Research Designs
(Review of Economic Studies, 2022, w/ Peter Hull and Xavier Jaravel)

Methodological insights on shift-share regressions
Revisit the Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) ex post analysis of the
effects of the China shock on US local labor markets
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Insight 1: Trade and the cost of living

Forward-looking analysis based on measuring exposure of consumers to
trade shocks

The effects of a small and uniform change in import prices on the
household’s cost-of-living are governed by the share of imports in
spending
Households buying more imports gain more when import prices fall

The import share should include imported intermediates used in
domestic production
Requires assumptions, in particular perfect price pass-through
Regardless of preferences; substitution only matters for large shocks
Naturally extended to non-uniform shocks, e.g. trade war with China
or tariff elimination
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Measuring heterogeneity in import shares

We build three complementary datasets:

1 Across: 170 categories covering universe of goods and services
Expenditure shares by income group: CEX
Import shares (direct and indirect): U.S. Input-Output Table

2 Within: 12,700 firms selling fast-moving consumer goods
Expenditure shares by income group: Nielsen Homescan
Firm-specific import shares: Economic Census and Customs microdata

3 Within: 45 brands of motor vehicles
Expenditure shares by income group: CEX
Brand-specific import shares: Ward’s Automotive Yearbooks

General finding: Import shares are similar across income groups
Same for products from China or those involved in the 2018 trade war
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Contrast to alternative methodology

Alternative approach (e.g. Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal 2016):
Leverage cross-country sectoral trade data to identify income-elastic
country-sectors
Predict within-country heterogeneity in spending shares
Found strongly pro-poor gains from trade liberalization

We show high sensitivity of estimates to the demand system
AIDS mechanically generates pro-poor gains
Non-homothetic CES matches measurement better
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Insight 2: Distributional effects in labor markets
Heterogeneity in exposure of workers to trade is key for the distributional
effects of small trade shocks in the labor market, although not sufficient

Labor demand originates from product demand; grows for worker
groups best exposed to trade shocks
Exposure depends how much their industries grow due to the shock

Determined by observed rates of exporting, import competition,
imported intermediates
and calibrated elasticities of substitution across countries and industries,
for consumers and firms

How changing labor demand translates into relative wage changes
depends on substitution across workers in production, e.g. worker
mobility across industries

We formalize and implement these ideas in a simple but flexible
quantitative trade model, using data for 382 US industries
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Findings

US worker groups by earnings and education have similar average
exposure to various margins of trade

But strong heterogeneity within these groups, across industries

As a result, little effects of trade shocks on income inequality
But strong heterogeneous effects of trade, as long as worker mobility
across industries is limited
I.e., “horizontal” distributional effects which have very weak effects on
inequality

Trade wars are NOT class wars
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Insight 3: Identification with shift-share designs

Shift-share regressions are a popular tool for ex post evaluation of
trade shocks

The local labor markets approach, informative on spatial inequality

Exposure of region i to the shock is

zi =
∑

manuf.
industries j

sij︸︷︷︸
local emp.shares

× gj︸︷︷︸
industry trade shocks

Compare outcomes in more vs. less exposed regions to better capture
the spillover effects (e.g. employment ↑ in unaffected industries)

We show that an exogeneity condition at the level of industries
(as-good-as-random assignment of gj) makes regional OLS/IV valid

Also: industry-level balance tests, corrected standard errors, and ...
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Incomplete shares problem

But an extra control is important: Si =
∑

j sij = the local share of
manuf. employment

Without it, would compare manuf.-heavy regions to service-heavy ones,
which may differ because of other shocks (e.g. technology)
If industry shocks are exogenous conditional on observables (e.g. time
period dummies), Si should be interacted with them

We revisit Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) including that interacted
control

Negative effects of the China shock on manufacturing employment
become 30–55% smaller
Negative effects on labor force non-participation, unemployment, and
wages become small and statistically insignificant
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This paper. . .

1. Measure tariff-induced changes in consumption (and labor market outcomes) at a narrow

geographic level.

• How? I proxy consumption with the universe of new auto sales in the US at monthly frequency,

county level. And correlate it with policy actions in the US-China Trade War.

• Clear evidence that Chinese retaliation had an impact. Both auto sales and employment ↘ in

high-tariff counties relative to low-tariff counties.

2. Use a heterogenous agent + multi-region, multi-country trade model to interpret 1. and measure

the welfare effects.

• How? Simulate and solve the model’s dynamic response to tariff shocks and news about them.

• Still work in progress. Won’t talk about this today.
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What I am NOT doing vs. What I am doing

NOT an evauation/quantification of the “standard model” in the trade literature. . .

trade⇒ prices of goods / variety⇒ consumption⇒ welfare

e.g, how US tariffs on Chinese goods lowered imports and increased prices, Fajgelbaum, Goldberg, Kennedy,

and Khandelwal (2019), Amiti, Redding, and Weinstein (2019), Cavallo, Gopinath, Neiman, and Tang (2019).

My paper is about a conceptually important, but less understood mechanism. . .

trade⇒ labor market outcomes⇒ consumption ⇒ welfare

i.e., “trade as a labor demand shock.”

• We know something about the first arrow (e.g., Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013)).

• We know nothing about the second arrow — this is my contribution.
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Tariff Data and County Exposure

US tariff data from USTR and Federal Registrar. Chinese tariffs from Bown, Jung, and Zhang (2019).

• At HS10 level and then mapped into three-digit NAICS.

• Start from MFN rates in 2017, measure tariff changes onward.

My measure of tariff exposure at the county level:

τ ic,t =
∑
s∈S

Lc,s,2017

Lc,S,2017
τ is,t ,

• Lc,s,2017

Lc,S,2017
= 2017 share of county c’s employment in industry s.

• τ is,t is the implemented tariff by country i , industry s, date t.

• Idea: if a county’s employment is all in soybeans, then the county is protected and/or faces the

soybean tariff.

Final point: Most my focus is on the Chinese retaliation... will show some stuff about US side.
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Trade War! Average US and Chinese Tariffs, My Focus
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4/2018: US announces intention
to impose 301 tariffs on China

7/2018: US & China impose first round of
 tariffs and retaliation

8-9/2018: US & China impose second and 
third round of tariffs
8-9/2018: US imposes second and 
third phases of tariffs

5/2019: Negotiations Fail

10/2019, 1/2020: Phase One Trade Aggreement Negotiated and Signed
10/2019, 1/2020: Phase One Trade 
Aggreement Negotiated and Signed

Average US and Chinese Tariffs
US Tariff on Chinese Exports
Chinese Tariff on US Exports
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My Consumption Measure: New Auto Sales

From IHS Polk. Counts of new auto sales (not values).

• At the county level (by local of registration, not sale),

• Monthly from January 2016 to December 2021.

• By make (e.g. Ford) and model (F-150).

Derived from registration data from State DMVs.

While just autos, a very compelling, high-quality measure. . .

• Essentially an “administrative” level dataset. In levels it matches NIPA very closely.

• High-frequency, detailed geographic variation, near real time. Can’t be matched by CEX or PSID.

• Not subject to sampling or provider issues as in other propriety datasets (e.g Kilts-Nielsen,

Credit/Debit card transactions data).
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Simple 2×2 Diff-in-Diff: Chinese Tariffs Reduced Auto Sales (I)

China Tariffs, Auto Sales Growth, Pre and Post

China Tariff Quartile Pre-Trade War Post-Trade War

Upper quartile 0.0104

[ 0.003 ]

−0.0305

[ 0.004 ]

Bottom quartile 0.0092

[ 0.003 ]

−0.0155

[ 0.004 ]

Note: Values are 12-month log differences averaged across counties and time periods.

Pre-Trade War is January 2017 to end of June 2018; Post-Trade War is July 2018-April

2019. Standard errors are reported in brackets.
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Visual Diff-in-Diff: Chinese Tariffs Reduced Auto Sales (II)
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4/2018: US announces intention
to impose 301 tariffs on China

7/2018: US & China imposes first phase of
tariffs

8-9/2018: US & China imposes second and 
third phases of tariffs
8-9/2018: US & China imposes second and 
third phases of tariffs

4-5/2019: Negotiations breakdown 
more tariffs

County-level, New Auto Sales Growth by China Tariff Change

Difference between top and bottom
quartile of county-level Chinese tariff change
Avg. Pre- and Post-tariff Increase
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Regression Analysis: Chinese Tariffs Reduced Auto Sales

Auto Sales Growth and Tariff Exposure

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

China ∆ log(1 + τc,t) -0.95∗∗∗

[ 0.20 ]

-0.86∗∗∗

[ 0.18 ]

-1.12∗∗∗

[ 0.21 ]

-1.00∗∗∗

[ 0.22 ]

US ∆ log(1 + τc,t) -0.84∗∗∗

[ 0.25 ]

-0.12
[ 0.65 ]

0.00
[ 0.31 ]

0.25
[ 0.31 ]

∆ log MFPc,t
-0.00
[ 0.00 ]

-0.00
[ 0.00 ]

Time Effects N N N Y Y

Time × Observables Controls N N N N Y

# Observations 43,480

Time Period Jan/Feb 2017 - March/April 2019

Note: Dependent variable is 12 month, log differenced auto sales. County-level observations are weighted by a

county’s 2010 population. Standard errors are clustered at the county level and are reported in brackets. MFP

stands for Market Facilitation Payments.
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Event Study: Effect of Chinese Tariffs by Time on Auto Sales
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Estimates of Chinese Tariff on Auto Sales
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Regression Analysis: Chinese Tariffs Reduced Employment

Total Employment Growth and Tariff Exposure

(1) (2) (3) (4)

China ∆ log(1 + τc,t) -0.30∗∗∗

[ 0.06 ]

-0.25∗∗∗

[ 0.06 ]

-0.22∗∗∗

[ 0.06 ]

US ∆ log(1 + τc,t) -0.35∗∗∗

[ 0.09 ]

-0.28∗∗∗

[ 0.09 ]

-0.25∗∗∗

[ 0.09 ]

∆ log MFPc,t
-0.003∗∗∗

[ 0.00 ]

Time Effects Y Y Y Y

Time × Observables Controls Y Y Y Y

# Observations 43,480

Time Period Jan/Feb 2017 - March/April 2019

Note: Dependent variable is 12 month, log differenced employment. County-level observations

are weighted by a county’s 2010 population. Standard errors are clustered at the county level

and are reported in brackets. MFP stands for Market Facilitation Payments.
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Event Study: Effect of Chinese Tariffs by Time on Employment
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Final Remarks

Main empirical findings:

• Auto sales growth fell by ≈ 4 p.p. in high-tariff counties relative to low-tariff counties.

• Evidence that the response was forward looking and relates to a reduction labor market

opportunities for those most exposed.

Elsewhere in the paper:

• Heterogenous agent (i.e. Bewley-Huggett-Aiyagari) + multi-region, multi-country trade model.

Estimated using evidence above and used to interpret and measure welfare effects

Other Resources:

• All code to replicate non-proprietary results are posted at

www.github.com/mwaugh0328/consumption_and_tradewar.

• Interactive visuals of trade war by time, industry, geography at www.tradewartracker.com.

• Code and teaching tools (in progress) to compute heterogenous agent trade models at

www.github.com/mwaugh0328/heterogeneous-agent-trade.
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Change in Chinese Tariff Exposure by County
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Aggregate Auto Sales: IHS vs NIPA
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Summary Statistics

Summary Statistics: Tariffs, Autos, Trade, Employment (Sorted on China Tariff)

∆ Tariff Quartile ∆ China Tariff ∆ US Tariff Autos Total Emp. Goods Emp. Population MFP per person

Upper quartile 3.60 2.07 1,246 9,776 3,570 32,963 95.0

25th-75th quartiles 0.95 0.97 7,735 52,311 9,245 138,896 21.0

Bottom quartile 0.10 0.40 5,443 38,331 4,715 100,452 14.7

Average 1.39 1.10 5,524 38,075 6,678 102,518 26.2

Number of Counties 3,122

Note: All values are for the year 2017; ∆ Tariff is the change in the tariff between end of March 2017 and end of April 2019.

Population and Income are from the American Community Survey. Employment data from BLS’s Quarterly Census of Employment

and Wages. Good employment equals natural resources, manufacturing, and construction.
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Market Facilitation Payments (MFP)

Trump Administration and USDA set up the Market Facilitation Program to assist farmers “directly

impacted by unjustified foreign retaliatory tariffs” (from the website).

• 2018 program paid out direct $$$ based upon crop harvested.

• Trump Administration authorized up to $12 billion USD; in my data $8.6 billion was paid out.

This is public record.

So I applied through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and asked for all payments, who received

them, and the addresses to which the payments were made.

• The address are a unique, novel part of my data.

• I have a measure of the location of where the payment was received, not the location of

production.
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Research Design

Step 1: Time aggregate levels at the bimonthly level. Then focus on year over year log differences.

Step 2: Explore different permutations of the following specification:

∆ logYc,t =
∑

i∈{ch,us}

βi∆ log(1 + τ ic,t) +

B2,2019∑
y=B1,2017

(
1 {t = y}X

′
c δy
)

+ X
′
c,tλ+ αt + α0 + εc,t

• βi s are the coefficient of interest, answers how the change in the tariff affected employment and

consumption.

• δy s are the coefficients on interactions of fixed, county-level characteristics with time. Hope is to

control for (i) pre-trends and (ii) other c × t shocks during the treatment period.

• λ are coefficients on time varying county-level characteristics; mostly just receipt of Market

Facilitation Program payments.
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Chinese Tariffs Reduced Goods Producing Employment

Goods Employment Growth and Tariff Exposure

(1) (2) (3) (4)

China ∆ log(1 + τc,t) -0.54∗∗∗

[ 0.14 ]

-0.53∗∗∗

[ 0.13 ]

-0.51∗∗∗

[ 0.13 ]

US ∆ log(1 + τc,t) -0.21
[ 0.18 ]

-0.06
[ 0.17 ]

-0.04
[ 0.17 ]

∆ log MFPc,t
-0.002∗∗

[ 0.00 ]

Time Effects Y Y Y Y

Time × Observables Controls Y Y Y Y

# Observations 43,480

Time Period Jan/Feb 2017 - March/April 2019

Note: Dependent variable is 12 month, log differenced employment. County-level observations

are weighted by a county’s 2010 population. Standard errors are clustered at the county level

and are reported in brackets.
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Unclear/Mixed Evidence on Benefits from US Tariffs

US Tariffs, Auto Sales Growth, Pre and Post

US Tariff Quartile Pre-Trade War Post-Trade War

Upper quartile 0.0041

[ 0.002 ]

−0.0224

[ 0.004 ]

Bottom quartile 0.0137

[ 0.003 ]

−0.0211

[ 0.004 ]

Note: Values are 12-month log differences averaged across counties and

time periods. Pre-Trade War is January 2017 to end of June 2018;

Post-Trade War is July 2018-April 2019. Standard errors are reported in

brackets.
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An Event Study

Step 3: Explore how the tariff effects vary across time:

∆ logYc,t =
∑

i∈{ch,us}

B2,2019∑
y=B1,2017

(
1 {t = y}βi,y∆ log(1 + τ ic,B2,2019)

)

+

B2,2019∑
y=B1,2017

(
1 {t = y}X

′
c δy
)

+ X
′
c,tλ+ αt + α0 + εc,t

• Idea: Fix the tariff to it’s value in 2019 and estimate the future tariffs effect for each time period.

• Should reveal any anticipation effects and/or pre-existing trend issues.
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Unclear/Mixed Evidence on Benefits from US Tariffs
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Effect of US Tariffs by Time on Auto Sales
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Effect of US Tariffs by Time on Total Employment
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Model: Overview

Time: Discrete time, infinite horizon.

Geography and Trade: Two regions in the US (“red” and “blue”) and China. A location produces a

differentiated commodity as in Armington and trade occurs subject to trade costs and tariffs.

Households: They live and work in a region while facing idiosyncratic productivity shocks. They

purchase and use the aggregated commodity to:

• eat it c,

• transform it into a durable good d , i.e. a “car”

• or save it as an asset a.

And households can enjoy leisure, `, by choosing not to work.
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Model: Households and Preferences

Mass of Li households in each location i .

Preferences:

E
∞∑
t=0

βtu(ct , dt , `t)

where u(c, d , `) = log
(
cαd1−α

)
+ ν`+ εdj + εhj

• εdj are iid Type 1 EV shocks over option j of buying a new car or sticking with old car.

• Leisure / work is a discrete choice too.

Either work or not (` = 0 or ` = 1) where εhj are iid Type 1 EV shocks over those options.
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Model: Cars

The stock of durable consumption evolves according to:

if stay, dt+1 = (1− δ)dt

if buy new, dt+1 = d(n).

Expenditures on durables takes the following form:

if stay, et = 0

if buy new, et = pnd(n)− pudt .

• d(n) is quality units of a new car. This is normalized, it’s not a choice variable.

• dt is quality units of a used car; δ is the depreciation rate.

• pn is the rate of transformation to convert one unit of non-durable consumption into a new car.

• pu is the rate of transformation for used/depreciated cars.
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Model: Work, Assets, and Tariff Revenue

A household’s efficiency units zt evolve according to a discrete state Markov chain. They face the wage

per efficiency unit wi,t .

Households borrow or accumulate a non-state contingent asset, a, with gross return R which pays out

in units of the final good. Household’s face the debt limit

at+1 ≥ −φ.

Tariff revenue τr is lump sum rebated to households.

Putting this all together, a household’s budget constraint is

wi,tzt(1− `) + Pi,tRat + Pi,tτr,i,t ≥ Pi,tat+1 + Pi,tct + Pi,tet .

where Pi,t is the price index of the final good (next slide) in location i .
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Model: Production and Trade

The final good is:

Q =

{ M∑
k

q
θ−1
θ

k

} θ
θ−1

,

where each location k produces it’s nationally differentiated commodity with production technology

qk = AkNk ,

where Nk are the efficiency units of labor supplied by households.

Trade faces several obstacles:

• iceberg trade costs dnk for a good to go from supplier k to buyer n,

• tariffs on goods that cross borders τnk which is the tariff that country n imposes on the

commodity that county k produces.

And associated with this environment is the price index Pi,t seen in the last slide.
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Equilibrium

The basic idea. . .

1. Households’ consumption, durables, savings, and work decisions determine goods demand and

labor supply.

2. Trade determines goods supply and labor demand.

Need 1. and 2. to be consistent.

One detail. The asset market. Today, I’m not going to clear it (I ran out of time). In future, the plan

is to explore

1. Financial autarky, so bond market clears domestically.

2. Financial integration, so bond market clears internationally.
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Calibration

Most HH parameters either standard or “jiggled around” to make it look plausible.

Two regions in the US (red and blue) and China.

• No trade costs, no tariffs between US regions.

• But external trade costs setup so the red region exports more to China than blue region.

Simulate the response of the economy to observed change in tariffs.

• Give households 3 periods of advance news, similar to what happened.

• China targets red region more than blue region.

• Viewed as a permanent change (data seems to validate this!).
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Model: New Cars
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Model: New Cars, Differenced
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Model: Labor Supply
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Model: Labor Supply, Differenced
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Model: Non-Durable Expenditure
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Welfare Losses

0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.65
Consumption Equivalent Variation

Welfare Losses in the Blue Region
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